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Abstract

Electrical Surge Protection at Hydropower Plants

Martin Ölund

Hydropower plants contains a lot of vital electrical power technology such as
generators and transformers. To prevent damage to this equipment due to
overvoltage, they are often protected by surge arrester and in some cases also by
surge capacitors. The design and dimension of these components vary between
different sites and regions and are often done using a template without considering
the actual conditions of the site.

In this thesis Simulink and Simscape Power System are used to study the case when a
hydropower station is exposed to overvoltage. One of Fortum’s hydropower stations
is simulated when being exposed to lightning and switching overvoltage to see how
the existing overvoltage protection handles this stress. 

The results show that the surge arresters mounted in front of the generator managed
to keep it safe for all overvoltage scenarios it is exposed to. They also shows that the
surge capacitors mounted in front of the generator reduces the gradient of the
overvoltage surge. However, as the surge arresters already keeps the overvoltage at
safe levels, there is no need of reducing the overvoltage gradient and the surge
capacitors becomes excessive in this particular hydropower plant.
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SAMMANFATTNING 

Vattenkraftverk innehåller många vitala komponenter så som generatorer och 

transformatorer. För att skydda dessa oftast väldigt dyra komponenter mot överspänningar, 

används ventilavledare och ibland också överspänningskondensatorer. Utformning och 

dimensionering av skydden varierar mellan olika anläggningar och regioner. 

Dimensioneringen av skydden görs ofta schablonmässigt, utan någon väsentlig anpassning 

till de faktiska förhållandena. 

I detta examensarbete används simuleringsverktyget Simulink tillsammans med tillägget 

Simscape Power Systems för att simulera vad som händer när ett vattenkraftverk utsätts för 

olika överspänningar. Ett av Fortums vattenkraftverk studeras när det utsätts för blixt- och 

kopplingsöverspänningar för att se vad ventilavledarna samt 

överspänningskondensatorerna i denna anläggning fyller för funktion.  

Resultaten visar att ventilavledarna monterade framför generatorn klarar av att hantera alla 

överspänningar de utsätt för under simuleringarna. Resultaten visade också att 

överspänningskondensatorerna monterade framför generatorn sänker spänningsgradienten, 

men eftersom ventilavledarna redan håller spänningen på en säker nivå blir 

överspänningskondensatorerna överflödiga i denna station. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1.1  Background 

Hydropower plants contains a lot of vital electrical power technology equipment such as 

generators and transformers. To prevent damage due to overvoltage to this often very 

expensive equipment, they are often protected by surge arresters and in some cases also by 

surge capacitors. Design and dimensions of these components vary between different sites 

and regions and are often done using a template without considering the actual conditions 

of the site.  

1.2  Purpose of the thesis 

The purpose of the thesis is to examine whether the different overvoltage protection 

solutions in Fortum’s hydropower plants used today is the most optimal. The overall goal 

was to produce a guideline of how to design and place the overvoltage protection devices 

in future projects for best technical-economical solution.  

1.3  Limitations of the thesis 

 The thesis includes only hydropower plants in Fortum’s regime. 

 The thesis only covers overvoltage protection for generators. 
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2  DEFINITIONS 

Surge impedance 

When line losses are neglected, the surge impedance enables a simplified method to 

approximate the transient phenomenon. Since transmission lines for power distribution 

generally are designed for low losses, the method provides a helpful tool for reasonably 

accurate calculations in for example an early design stage.  

Lightning impulse withstand voltage (LIWV) 

Lightning impulse withstand voltage is the value of the lightning impulse test voltage 

which the insulation of the equipment must be able to withstand (International Standard 

IEC 60071-1, 2006). 

Switching impulse withstand voltage (SIWV) 

Switching impulse withstand voltage is the value of the switching impulse test voltage 

which the insulation of the equipment must be able to withstand (International Standard 

IEC 60071-1, 2006). 

Un  

Un is a suitable approximate value of voltage used to designate or identify a system. n 

stands for “nominal” (International Standard IEC 60071-1, 2006). 

Us 

Us is the highest value of the phase-to-phase operating voltage (r.m.s. value) which occurs 

under normal operating conditions at any time and at any point in the system (International 

Standard IEC 60071-1, 2006). 

Um 

Um is the highest value of phase-to-phase voltage (r.m.s. value) for which the equipment is 

designed in respect of its insulation as well as other characteristics which relate to this 

voltage in the relevant equipment standards. Under normal service conditions specified by 

the relevant apparatus committee this voltage can be applied continuously to the equipment 

(International Standard IEC 60071-1, 2006). 

Ur 

Ur is the maximum permissible 10 second power frequency r.m.s overvoltage that can be 

applied between the surge arrester, as verified in the temporary overvoltage test (temporary 

overvoltages are described in section 3.1.3 ) and the operating duty test. (International 

Standard IEC 60099-4, 2014) 

Uref 

Uref  is the peak value of power-frequency voltage divided by √2, which is obtained when 

the reference current flows through the arrester (International Standard IEC 60099-4, 

2014). 
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Ures 

Ures is the peak value of the voltage that appears between the terminals of a surge arrester 

during the passage of discharge current (International Standard IEC 60099-4, 2014). 

Nominal discharge current In  

In is the peak value of the lightning current impulse, which is used to classify a surge 

arrester (International Standard IEC 60099-4, 2014). 

Rated short-circuit current Is 

Is is the highest tested power-frequency current that may develop in a failed arrester as a 

short-circuit current without causing violent shattering of the housing or any open flames 

for more than two minutes under the specified test conditions (International Standard IEC 

60099-4, 2014). 

Repetitive charge transfer rating Qrs 

This is the maximum specified charge transfer capability of a surge arrester, in the form of 

single event or group of surges that may be transferred through a surge arrester without 

causing mechanical failure or unacceptable electrical degradation to the metal-oxide 

resistors (International Standard IEC 60099-4, 2014). 

Thermal charge transfer rating Qth  

This is the maximum specified charge that may be transferred through a surge arrester or 

surge arrester section within 3 minutes in a thermal recovery test without causing a thermal 

runaway (International Standard IEC 60099-4, 2014). 

Thermal energy rating Wth 

The maximum specified energy, given in kJ/kV of Ur, that may be injected into a surge 

arrester or surge arrester section within 3 minutes in a thermal test without causing a 

thermal runaway (International Standard IEC 60099-4, 2014). 
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3  THEORY 

3.1  Overvoltages 

To be able to perform studies regarding overvoltage protection, it is important to have a 

good understanding of different overvoltages and their characteristics. This section will 

treat the different types of overvoltages a Fortum hydropower station may be subjected to. 

"An overvoltage is defined as a voltage level exceeding the maximum allowable 

continuous operating voltage for an electrical system" (ABB, 2015). A hydropower plant is 

exposed to different types of overvoltages. They are often divided into three generic 

groups: 

 lightning overvoltages (atmospheric), 

 switching overvoltages or 

 temporary overvoltages. 

Out of these, the lightning and switching overvoltages are the ones responsible for most 

disturbances in the electric power transmission and distribution systems (Zaengl, et al., 

2000). The amplitude of these voltages may greatly exceed the peek values of the normal 

a.c. operating voltage which can lead to devastating damages to equipment and whole 

power plants.   

In addition to these three, the demand for uninterrupted service at nominal voltage requires 

insulation co-ordination related to: 

 operating voltage 

Figure 1 shows a classification of overvoltages. The amplitude in per-unit (p.u.) is defined 

in equation (1) and is the peak value of the phase to ground voltage. 

 

Figure 1. Classification of overvoltages showing duration and amplitudes of stress on 

insulation in high voltage networks (ABB, 2015).   

 1𝑝. 𝑢 = √2 ∙
𝑈𝑠

√3
 (1) 
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3.1.1  Lightning overvoltages 

Overvoltages following a lightning stroke are often called atmospheric and belong to the 

external overvoltages. According to (Kreuger, 1992), lightning overvoltages are caused by 

three different events. These are presented in Figure 2 and the first two can be categorized 

as induced overvoltages and arises from:  

1. A lightning strikes in the vicinity of a line or a substation. There is a charge 

induced on the line that is suddenly released which causes travelling waves of high 

voltages levels. 

2. A lightning strikes in the tower or in the ground wire of an overhead line. The 

lightning current passes the impedance of the tower (𝑅 + 𝑗𝑋) to earth which causes 

a high voltage at the top of the tower. There is also a risk of flashover along the 

insulation string, from the frame of the tower to the line. 

According to ABB (ABB, 2015) the following statements can be given regarding the 

induced voltage from an indirect lightning strike. The induced voltage is: 

 proportional to the stroke current, 

 inversely proportional to the distance between the line and the location of the stroke 

or 

 proportional to the height of the line above. 

The induced surges are lower in magnitude and the front of the wave is usually 

substantially longer than for the direct strokes, which are going to be discussed later on. 

The front steepness of these surges are rarely decisive from a protection point of view. 

However, these induced overvoltages are typically neglected when studying high voltage 

transmission lines. This is because light flashes to ground rarely exceed 200 kV and will 

not influence these line because of their relatively high lightning impulse withstand voltage 

(ABB, 2015). 

Even though these currents are mostly lower than for a direct stroke they can be decisive 

for surge arrester duty, especially in low and middle voltage systems and if the lightning 

intensity is high. This type of overvoltages are often the one causing most damage to 

unprotected equipment in low voltage systems (ABB, 2015). 
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Figure 2. Causes of lightning overvoltages (Kreuger, 1992).  

The third lightning impulse can be categorized under direct lightning strokes and can also 

be seen in Figure 2. It is the main source of fast-front overvoltages which in some cases 

also can be generated from switching operations near equipment. These overvoltages have 

rising times typically in the range of 0.1 µs to 20 µs and tails as long as 300 µs 

(International Standard IEC 60099-5, 2013). 

Lightning surges occurs when the lightning strikes directly onto a transmission line and 

results in two identical travelling waves propagating in both directions along the line. The 

amplitude of these waves is often limited by the maximum insulation strength of the 

overhead line. Lightning current impulses generate voltages on circuits as a product of the 

surge impedance associated with the propagation of an electromagnetic wave. The 

travelling waves will reflect at the surge impedance boundaries. This will happen for 

example in the interfaces between equipment and can cause flashovers if the dielectric 

strength is exceeded. The amplitude of a lightning surge is usually up to 1 000 kV or more. 

Statistical data suggest most lightning currents are greater than 10 kA and may inject 

currents up to 100 kA or even more into the transmission lines (International Standard IEC 

60099-5, 2013).  

The rate of voltage rise of the travelling wave is at its origin directly proportional to the 

steepness of the lightning current, which may exceed 100 kA/µsec. The voltage levels can 

then be calculated by multiplying the current by the effective surge impedance of the line. 

If the voltage levels are too high it may stress the insulation of power transformers or other 

high voltage equipment severely. This is why the transmission system is full of lightning 

protection equipment and surge arresters. These components, together with different kind 

of losses, will damp and distort the travelling wave and therefore overvoltages with very 

different wave shapes are present within the transmission system (Zaengl, et al., 2000). 
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Since the actual shape of the overvoltages can differ a lot, various national and 

international standards are used when defining the impulse in testing purpose. Figure 3 

shows the overvoltage shape of such a lightning surge where 0.1 µs <T1≤ 20 µs and T2 ≤ 

300 µs. T1 is the time it takes for the amplitude of the lightning surge to go from zero to 

the maximum value and T2 is the time it takes before the amplitude of the lightning surge 

is reduced to half its maximum value. Figure 4 shows the standard test voltage shape 

where T1=1.2 µs and T2=50 µs. Both figures are taken from the IEC standard 60071-1 

(International Standard IEC 60071-1, 2006). 

 

Figure 3. Overvoltage shape of a lightning surge with 0.1 µ s <T1≤  20µs and T2 ≤ 300 µs 

(International Standard IEC 60071-1, 2006). 

 

Figure 4. Standard voltage shape of a lightning impulse test with T1=1.2 µs and T2=50 µs 

(International Standard IEC 60071-1, 2006). 

As mentioned earlier, these fast-front overvoltages may also occur during some switching 

operations. The operation in question is primarily during reactive equipment switching 

with short connections to switchgear (International Standard IEC 60099-5, 2013). 
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3.1.2  Switching overvoltages 

“Switching overvoltages occur whenever the initial voltage at the time of switching is not 

equal in magnitude and polarity to the final voltage. During the transition from the initial 

state, the voltage overshoots by as much as 200% if there are no losses. In power systems, 

the losses are generally such that only the first two or three cycles of the transient 

oscillation have significant amplitude” (International Standard IEC 60099-5, 2013). The 

wave shape can be practically any form depending on the circuit involved. The 

fundamental frequency is normally in the order of some hundred to some thousand Hertz 

(ABB, 2015). Figure 5 shows the overvoltage shape of such a transient where 20 µs < Tp ≤ 

5 000 µs and T2 ≤ 20 ms. Tp is the time it takes for the amplitude of the switching surge to 

go from zero to the maximum value and T2 is the time it takes before the amplitude of the 

switching surge is reduced to half its maximum value.  

Figure 6 shows the standard test voltage shape where Tp=250 µs and T2=2 500 µs.  

 

Figure 5. Overvoltage shape of a switching surge with 20 µs<Tp≤ 5 000 µs and T2 ≤ 20 ms 

(International Standard IEC 60071-1, 2006). 
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Figure 6. Standard voltage shape of a switching impulse test with Tp=250 µs and  

T2=2 500 µs (International Standard IEC 60071-1, 2006). 

Slow-front overvoltages may also result from reactive switching of shunt capacitors and 

reactors, bypassing of series capacitor banks or remote distance lightning strikes 

(International Standard IEC 60099-5, 2013).  

3.1.3  Temporary overvoltages 

“A temporary overvoltage is an oscillatory phase-to-earth or phase-to-phase condition of 

relatively long duration” (International Standard IEC 60099-5, 2013). Temporary 

overvoltages typically arise from events such as: 

 earth faults, 

 load rejection, a sudden change of loads, 

 voltage rise along long lines, called the Ferranti effect, 

 harmonic overvoltages, for example when switching transformers, or   

 resonance phenomena which for example can occur when charging long unloaded 

lines or resonance between systems. 

Out of these, earth faults and load rejections are the most common and the ones typically 

considered.  

Earth fault overvoltages occur over a large part of the system. The duration of the 

overvoltage corresponds to the period of the fault (International Standard IEC 60099-5, 

2013). Following durations can be expected in different systems: 

 earthed neutral systems - generally < 1 s, 

 resonant earthed systems with fault clearing – generally < 10 s, or 

 resonant earthed systems without fault clearing – several hours.  
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Load rejection overvoltages can occur when disconnecting a load. What can happen is 

that the voltage will rise at the source side of the operating circuit-breaker. The amplitude 

of the overvoltage depends on the disconnected load and the short-circuit voltage of the 

feeding substation. The temporary overvoltages have particularly high amplitudes after full 

load rejection at the generator transformers depending on magnetizing and over-speed 

conditions. The amplitude of load rejection overvoltages is usually not constant, and 

calculations have to consider many parameters (International Standard IEC 60099-5, 

2013). 

3.1.4  Overvoltages transmitted through transformers 

The understanding of how overvoltage surges are transmitted through a transformer is an 

important part in designing the generator protection. The generator are usually located 

inside the hydropower plant and are not directly exposed to the atmospherics overvoltages. 

In these cases the transformer is the main link between the exposed outside and the 

protected inside of the hydropower plant and its properties is highly responsible for which 

type of overvoltage surges the generator will be exposed to. 

Capacitively transmitted overvoltages 

When the transformer is struck by an overvoltage surge, a part of the surge energy is 

instantaneously transmitted to the secondary winding of the transformer. If the overvoltage 

consists of a three equal surges on the three phase conductors the peak value U2c of the 

capacitively transmitted voltage surge can be calculated as if the voltage division were 

purely capacitive. This is shown in equation (2).  

 𝑈2𝑐 = 𝑈1 ∗
𝐶12

𝐶12 + 𝐶2 + 𝐶3
 (2) 

where  

U1 is the peak value of the surge voltage on the high voltage side of the transformer 

C12 is the capacitance between the windings of the transformer 

C2 is the capacitance between the secondary winding of the transformer and earth 

C3 is any additional capacitance on the secondary side 

“The capacitively transmitted overvoltages are usually not high, and even a relatively low 

load capacitance may be sufficient to reduce them to insignificant values. The capacitance 

of the generators alone or of say 15 or 30 m of cable may in most cases be sufficient to 

bring about the required voltage reduction” (ABB, 1991) 

Inductively transmitted overvoltages 

If the overvoltage on the high voltage side of the transformer is of long duration, a current 

arises in the high voltage winding of the transformer giving rise to voltage oscillations. In 

the case of a wye-delta connected transformer and a three phase voltage surge, this will 
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cause a circulating current in the delta connected winding only and no voltage arises on the 

generator terminals.  

In the case of a single phase surge there will be an induced overvoltage between two 

phases while the third phase is not affected. The overvoltage between the phases is twice 

as high as that between phase and earth. The inductive component last for a relatively long 

time and may contain a great amount of energy. This implies a greater danger to the 

installation than the capacitive component (ABB, 1991). To calculate the inductively 

transmitted overvoltage U2, equation (3) can be used.    

 𝑈2 = 𝑛 ∗ 𝑞 ∗ 𝑟 ∗ 𝑈1 (3) 

where  

U1 is the voltage on the primary side 

n is the voltage ratio of the transformer 

q is the response factor 

r is the factor depending on the coupling of the transformer 

If the transformer is wye-delta connected (which is often the case for rotating machines), 

for a single phase surge on the high voltage side, the value of r is equal to 1/3 and -1/3 

respectively for the two affected phases on the low voltage side. The response factor r may 

reach a value of 2 for an open low voltage side and is reduce to around 1.5 if there is a load 

connected (ABB, 1991). 

3.2  Surge arresters 

Surge arresters are used to protect electrical equipment from overvoltages which may 

occur as the result from lightning or switching operations in the network. When an 

overvoltage transient appears the surge arrester should function as a low impedance 

connection leading the harmful current to ground. During normal operation it should have 

a high impedance in order to not affect the system. Figure 7 shows the importance of the 

protection given by the surge arresters in a high voltage power supply system. It shows the 

resulting voltage stress in the system with the voltages limited by arresters, the withstand 

voltage of the equipment and also the possible voltages without surge arresters. The 

voltages are given in per-unit of the peak value of the highest continuous phase-to-earth 

voltage. The per-unit expression from the figure is defined in equation (1).  
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Figure 7. Schematic representation of voltages in a power system with and without surge 

arrester protection (per-unit expression in equation (1)).   

As can be seen in Figure 7 there is a significant risk of damage or breakdown of the 

equipment when exposed to lightning or switching overvoltages without the protection of 

surge arresters. However, they are not expected to limit the temporary overvoltages in the 

system. Instead they must be designed to withstand the system operating voltage without 

being damaged.  

Throughout the years different types of surge arresters have been used. First of all they can 

be distinguished by which type of non-linear resistors they are made of. Earlier the 

manufacturers used silicon carbide (SiC) but nowadays they are made out of metal-oxide 

which is practically always based on zinc-oxide (ZnO). The surge arresters can also be 

made with or without gaps. The gaps can be arranged internally or externally. Internal gaps 

may be series connected to all- or shunt connected to part of the non-linear resistors.  

Today the majority of the newly installed surge arresters are of type metal-oxide without 

gaps. SiC arresters are still in service in large amounts worldwide, but are not available on 

the market any more (International Standard IEC 60099-5, 2013).  

In Fortum’s hydropower plants both the old gapped SiC arresters and the modern metal-

oxide ones are present.   
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Figure 8 shows different types of modern metal-oxide surge arresters from ABB.   

 

 

Figure 8. Different types of metal-oxide of surge arresters from ABB (ABB, 2015).   

3.2.1  Design and operating principles of metal-oxide surge arresters 

“The performance of a metal-oxide surge arrester is defined by its protective levels, its 

temporary overvoltage and energy discharge capabilities and the long term stability of the 

metal-oxide material” - (ABB, 2015). 

The resistors in a metal-oxide surge arrester provides an extremely non-linear voltage-

current (U-I) characteristic. This feature eliminates unnecessary disconnections of the 

resistors from the line through serial spark-gaps which was a problem with the silicon-

carbide technology. 

The metal-oxide resistor is a densely sintered block which is pressed to a cylindrical body 

under high pressure. The block consists of approximately 90 % of zinc oxide (ZnO) and 10 

% of other rare earth oxides (additives). During the sintering, the oxide powder transforms 

to a dense ceramic body with varistor properties. The additives form an intergranular layer 

surrounding the zinc-oxide grains (ABB, 2015).  Figure 9 shows metal-oxide resistors of 

different sizes and Figure 10 shows their microstructure. It is the layers that can be seen in 

the microstructure that give the metal-oxide resistor its non-linear characteristic.   
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Figure 9. Metal-oxide resistors (Siemens, 2011).  

 

Figure 10. Microstructure of a metal-oxide resistor (ABB, 2015). 

To ensure a good current carrying capability and a secure contact between series-

connected varistors, metal is applied on the surfaces of the finished varistors. There is also 

an insulating layer applied to the cylinder to give protection against external flashover and 

chemical influence (ABB, 2015).  

When operating at nominal voltages the current passing through the surge arrester is in the 

order of a few micro amperes and it behaves almost like an insulator (ABB, 2015).  

In Figure 11 the current-voltage characteristics of a metal-oxide resistor is shown. It is 

divided into three different regions:  
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Region 1: This is called the pre-breakdown region. It is a low current region associated 

with steady state operation. In this state the surge arrester acts as a capacitor with only 

small capacitive currents through it (ABB, 2015).  

Region 2: This is called the breakdown region. It is a highly non-linear region which is 

usually associated with temporary overvoltages and switching (slow front) surges. Here the 

insulating barriers between the zinc-oxide grains switch from insulating barriers to 

conducting layers, increasing the current carrying capability of the metal-oxide resistor 

many-fold. An example according to ABB (ABB, 2015) is that if the voltage stress 

increases from 200 V/mm to 300 V/mm, the current increases 10 000 times. This acts as a 

voltage limitation and gives the arrester its protective characteristics.  

Region 3: This is called the high current region. This region is associated with currents 

larger than 1 kA, which usually arise from lightning (fast front) surges. In this region the 

barriers between the zinc-oxide grains are electrically broken down and the current 

increase is solely limited by the resistivity of the zinc-oxide grains. 

When the voltage across the arrester is reduced to a normal level, the working point returns 

to Region 1 without delay (ABB, 2015). 

 

Figure 11. Current-voltage characteristics of a metal-oxide resistor (ABB, 2015) and 

(International Standard IEC 60099-5, 2013). 
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3.2.2  Surge arresters for rotating machines 

When it comes to surge arresters for rotating machines there is very little information to 

find. In the section of rotating machines in the IEC standard 60099-5 Surge arresters – 

selection and application recommendations (International Standard IEC 60099-5, 2013) 

there is less than page of information which starts with “A recommendation for insulation 

coordination for rotating machines has not been established, but surge arresters are often 

used to protect generators and motors against overvoltages.”  

Furthermore it says that arresters for this type of applications are often non-standard. One 

of the main reasons for this is that the short-circuit currents may be appreciably higher than 

those covered in the IEC standard 60099-4 (International Standard IEC 60099-4, 2014). It 

also states that if the machine is connected to overhead lines or through short cables, 

capacitors and arresters should be installed between phase and earth as close as possible to 

the machine. The capacitors (further explained in section 3.4 is typically in the range of 0.1 

µF to 0.3 µF and which task is to extend the overvoltage front to approximately 10 µs or 

more. 

If the cables connecting the machine are sufficiently long (high capacitance) or if 

capacitors are installed, machines connected to overhead lines through transformers may 

not require arrester protection beyond the standard transformer protection (International 

Standard IEC 60099-5, 2013). 

For machines connected to wye-delta transformers, additional phase-to-phase arresters can 

provide improved protection. This may be necessary if the transformer has a delta-

connected low-voltage side. In that case surge arresters can limit the inductively 

transferred overvoltages.  

The IEC standard 60099-5 (International Standard IEC 60099-5, 2013) also says that: 

“Arresters installed at the machine or at the machine side of the transformers are not 

subjected to high lightning currents.” This will be a very important statement to take into 

account during the study. 

Figure 12 and Figure 13 shows a typical configuration for surge arresters connected phase-

to-phase and phase-to-ground with four or six arresters. Figure 14 is from inside the Gråda 

hydropower plant and shows a four arrester connection, often called Neptune connection, 

together with three capacitors. 
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Figure 12. A six arrester connection (ABB, 2015). 

 

 

Figure 13. A four arrester connection, often called Neptune connection (ABB, 2015). 
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Figure 14. A four arrester connection and three capacitors inside Gråda hydropower 

plant. 

3.3  Generators in Fortum’s hydropower plants 

In Fortum’s hydropower plants there are a wide range of generators operating today. In 

some plants there are generators still producing energy every day, even though they were 

installed in the fifties, and in others there are machines installed in the recent years. There 

are also many different brands, voltage levels, excitation systems and other design features. 

The rated power is ranging from a few MW up to nearly 130 MW in Trängslet hydropower 

plant. Generators are usually one of the most expensive components in a hydropower plant 

and is exposed to a lot of stress both mechanically and electrically. The variety of different 

generators in Fortum’s hydropower plants brings many different requirements regarding 

overvoltage protection of these. The location of the plant and which type of grid it is 

connected to also play an important role when it comes to determine which type of 

overvoltages one could expect. In Fortum’s hydropower plants there are especially one 

type of fault considered when designing the overvoltage protection of the generators; 

flashover due to breakdown of the turn insulation in the stator coils which is explained in 

section 3.3.2 . 

3.3.1  Stator windings 

When designing a generator there is a variety of different coils and bars to choose from. It 

often depends on which type of cooling (air, hydrogen, oil or water), rating (conventional 

or inner-cooled) and geometry the designer wants. When designing a hydropower 

generator the choice has more or less always between single turn bars or multi turn coils. 

Both single turn bars and multi turn coils are made up of copper strands with strand 

insulation and ground-wall insulation. A coil is made up from individual turns that often 
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have a dedicated turn insulation. They also have two legs or cell sections which make a 

complete loop, while bars can be of half-coil type when the winding is a wave winding . 

Figure 15 shows a full loop multi-turn coil and Figure 16 shows a batch of single turn bars. 

 

Figure 15. Full loop multi-turn coil (Moore, et al., 2014). 

 

 

Figure 16. Single turn bars (half coils) (Moore, et al., 2014). 

Traditionally the multi-turn coil is used in smaller steam turbine generators and in 

hydropower generators up to about 100 MVA, while the single turn bar windings is used in 

larger machines (Moore, et al., 2014) . Nowadays, however, special circumstances would 

be required for Fortum to choose a multi turn coil construction in favor of a single turn bar 

construction for generators larger than approximately 10-15 MW. 
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Even in smaller generators Fortum prefers the single turn bar construction due to its 

technical simplicity. However, in these machines there is usually the lack of space that 

reduce the possibilities for this construction type.   

Today the majority of Fortum’s hydropower generators are wound with single turn bars, 

but before the 1960s the multi turn coil was still most common construction even for larger 

generators.    

Figure 17 shows a multi turn stator coil with the different insulation layers pointed out and 

Figure 18 is a picture of a real multi turn stator coil. 

 

 

Figure 17. Cross section of a multi turn stator coil showing the different insulation layers 

(Guru & Hiziroglu, 2001). 
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Figure 18. Cross section of a multi turn stator coil with three turns (Pyrhonen, et al., 

2013). 

3.3.2  Flashover between turns in the stator winding 

When designing the overvoltage protection for a generator with a multi turn stator coil 

winding it is very important to consider the risk of flashover between the turns. This is by 

far the most common source of damage to Fortum’s hydropower generators caused by 

overvoltage.  

When subjected to an overvoltage with a large voltage gradient (kV/µs), for example a 

lightning overvoltage pulse, the potential difference between the turns can reach levels far 

beyond what the turn insulation can handle.  

A common way to protect against these flashovers is by the use surge capacitors.  

3.4  Surge capacitors 

Surge capacitors protect the generator stator winding insulation by reducing the steepness 

of the wave fronts applied or reflected within the generator windings. Surge capacitors are 

more or less always combined with surge arresters when it comes to protecting a.c. 

machines from voltage transients. This provides an additional protection where the surge 

arresters protects the major insulation to ground by reducing the amplitude of the applied 

impulse wave, while the capacitors reduces the steepness of the wave fronts (General 

Electric - Digital Energy, 2013).   

A surge capacitor is able to absorb and hold charges of electricity for a certain time before 

returning it to the circuit. One of the advantages of a surge capacitor compared to a surge 

arrester, is that it has no delay time when “turning on”. This is what gives the capacitor its 

ability to reduce the steepness of the wave fronts. When a surge occurs, a large amount of 

current flows into the capacitor and thereby lowering the intensity of the surge voltage. 

The amount of current the capacitor can absorb depends on the size of the capacitor and 

the amount of voltage over it (Delta Lightning Arrestors, 2014). 

The impedance of the capacitor, Zc, can be described by equation (4)  
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 𝑍𝑐 =
1

𝑗𝜔𝐶
 [Ω]  (4) 

where ω is the angular frequency in rad/sec and C is the capacitance in Farads. 

At a relatively low capacitance around 0.1 µF – 0.3 µF as presented in section 3.2.2 , 

together with the low power frequency of 50 or 60 Hz, the capacitor will have a very high 

impedance. This means it will not affect the circuit at normal operation in a significant 

way. Then, when subjected to a voltage surge of high frequency, the impedance will drop 

and provide a way for the current to flow.       
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4  BACKGROUND DATA 

4.1  Eldforsen hydropower plant 

 

Figure 19. Eldforsen hydropower plant in the river Dalälven (Larsson, 2016) 

Eldforsen hydropower plant is located in the river Dalälven in the municipality of Vansbro. 

A couple of kilometers upstream is the location of Hummelforsens hydropower plant and 

around ten kilometers downstream Dalälven passes through the community of Vansbro and 

on to Skifsforsens hydropower plant.  

Eldforsen hydropower plant was built between 2007 and 2009 and taken into operation in 

2011. A short distance downstream from today’s powerhouse stood the old Eldforsen 

hydropower plant, which was taken into operation in 1933 and then out of operation in 

2009, when the new station was finished.  

The plant contains one unit of Kaplan type with a rated output of 9 MW. With a head of 

9.9 meters and an average water flow of 74 m3/s, the normal year production is 41 GWh. 

 

4.1.1  Generator 

The generator in Eldforsen hydropower plant is a vertical three-phase synchronous 

generator by the Croatian company KONČAR (KONČAR – Generators and Motors Inc.). 

The machine is wye-connected and the neutral point is grounded through a 762 Ω resistor.  
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The excitation is of brushless rotating type and the generator is primarily air cooled. The 

stator winding is of multi turn coil type, which makes it vulnerable for overvoltages with a 

large voltage gradient (kV/µs), which may result in breakdown of the winding insulation.  

Table 1 present some of the main parameters of the Eldforsen hydropower plant generator. 

 

Parameter Value 

Rated apparent power 10 MVA 

Power factor (cos ϕ) 0.9 

Rated voltage 6.6 kV 

Rated current 875 A 

Rated frequency 50 Hz 

Rated speed of rotation 125 rpm 

 Table 1. Some of the main parameters of the generator in Eldforsen hydropower plant 

4.1.2  Generator neutral resistor 

The resistor connected between the neutral point of the generator and ground is 

manufactured by Microelettrica Scientifica and has the size of 762 Ω. It has a continuous 

current rating of 1.5 A and can handle up to 5 A during 20 seconds. 

4.1.3  Generator stator winding 

During type testing of coils with similar inter-turn insulation system, KONČAR has 

approximated the breakdown voltage of the inter-turn insulation to be in the range 40 to 60 

kV. 

4.1.4  Transformer 

The transformer in Eldforsen hydropower plant is a three-phase wye-delta connected 

transformer manufactured by the Slovenian company KOLEKTOR ETRA. The neutral 

point of the primary (high voltage) side is connected to ground through a surge arrester. 

Table 2 presents some of the main parameters of the transformer. 

 

Parameter Values 

Rated power 10 MVA 

Rated voltage 68 kV / 6.6 kV 

Rated frequency 50 Hz 

Connection type YN / d11 

Table 2. Some of the main parameters of the transformer in Eldforsen hydropower plant. 
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The insulations levels of the transformer are presented in Table 3. LI is the lightning 

impulse withstand voltage and a.c. is the alternating current withstand voltage. 

Winding LI a.c. 

High voltage / primary 325 kV 140 kV 

Low voltage / secondary 75 kV 28 kV 

Table 3. Insulation levels of the transformer in Eldforsen hydropower plant. 

4.1.5  Cables 

The cables connecting the generator switchgear to the transformer on one side and the 

generator on the other is made by Ericsson Energy Cables and Interconnect Business 

which is now divested to nkt cables. This type of cable is designed to handle surge voltages 

up to 75 kV. 

The cables is mounted in a triangular formation and Table 4 presents some of the main 

parameters of the cables.  

Parameter Values 

Maximum DC resistance in the conductor 0.0291 Ω/km 

Inductance at 50 Hz and triangular mounting 0.26 mH/km 

Capacitance at 50 Hz 0.86 µF/km 

Table 4. Some of the main parameters of the cables from the generator switchgear in 

Eldforsen hydropower plant. 

The first cable, Cable 1, is around 60 meters and is connected between the transformer and 

the generator switchgear. The second cable, Cable 2, is around 12 meters and connected 

between the generator switchgear and the generator. Table 5 present the total impedances 

of the two cables calculated with the data from Table 4.  

 Parameter Cable 1 Cable 2 

Maximum DC resistance in the 

conductor 
1.76 mΩ 0.3492 mΩ 

Inductance at 50 Hz and 

triangular mounting 
15.6 µH 3.12 µH 

Capacitance at 50 Hz 51.6 pF 10.3 pF 

Table 5. Total impedances of Cable 1 and Cable 2 in Eldforsen hydropower plant. 

With this type of cable it would require between 116 and 349 meters to reach the 

recommended values for surge capacitors of 0.1 – 0.3 µF. 
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4.1.6  Overvoltage protection  

The overvoltage protection in Eldforsen hydropower plant consists of several installations 

of surge arresters combined with a set of surge capacitors for extra protection of the 

generator. Figure 20 shows a part of the electrical drawing of the station with the path from 

the transformer to the generator. 

 

Figure 20. A part of the electrical drawing of Eldforsen hydropower station with surge 

arresters highlighted in yellow and the surge capacitors in red. 

As can be seen in Figure 20, the transformer is protected by surge arresters connected 

phase to ground on the primary (high voltage) side and there is also a surge arrester 

connected between the neutral point of the transformer and ground.  

The generator is protected by a four surge arrester setup together with a set of surge 

capacitors similar to the setup in Gråda hydropower station (Figure 14). 
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There is also surge arresters mounted in the generator switchgear located between the 

transformer and the generator. 

Generator surge arresters 

The four arrester setup at the generator terminals is manufactured by ABB and is called 

POLIM-S and have a rated voltage of 10 kV. Figure 21 presents the electrical data of the 

surge arresters. 

 

Figure 21. Electrical data of ABB’s POLIM-S surge arresters, with the model located 

inside Eldforsen hydropower plant highlighted (ABB, 2013). 

Generator surge capacitors 

The three surge capacitors protecting each phase of the generator are manufactured by 

Nokian Capacitors and are called QSLS. Each capacitor has the size of 0.3 µF. 

4.2  Transformer coupling and overvoltage protection in a number of 
Fortum’s hydropower stations 

Table 6 presents transformer coupling and some of the overvoltage protection devices in a 

number of Fortum’s hydropower plants.  

 Transformer coupling: This column presents the coupling type of the station 

transformer. Note that some stations has more than one transformer and in some 

cases these are of different coupling type. This column only states if the 

transformer windings are of Y or Δ type and not whether there is an accessible 

neutral point etc.  

 Surge arrester directly in front of generator: This column states if the generator 

has surge arresters mounted directly in front. This does not include surge arresters 

mounted in front of the generator but far away from it, as for example surge 

arresters mounted in a generator switchgear.  

 Surge arresters in generator switchgear: This column states if the generator has 

surge arresters mounted in the generator switchgear prior to the generator. 

 Surge capacitor in front of generator: This column states if the generator has 

surge capacitors mounted in front of the generator. 
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 Surge arresters directly after transformer: This column states if there are surge 

arresters mounted directly after the transformer. This does not include surge 

arrester mounted after the transformer but far away from it, as for example surge 

arresters mounted in a generator switchgear. 

Station 

Transformer 

coupling 

(primary-

secondary) 

Surge 

arrester 

directly in 

front of 

generator 

Surge 

arrester in 

generator 

switchgear 

Surge 

capacitor 

in front of 

generator 

Surge 

arrester 

directly 

after 

transformer 

Bullerforsen Y-Δ  X   

Dejefors G1 Y-Δ X    

Dejefors G2 & G3 Y-Y     

Dejefors G4 Y-Δ X    

Domnarvet Δ-Y  X   

Dönje Y-Δ  X   

Edsvalla Y-Δ X    

Eldforsen Y-Δ X X X  

Forshuvudforsen Y-Δ  X   

Frykfors G1 Y-Δ X   X 

Frykfors G5 Y-Δ  X   

Gråda Y-Y X  X X 

Järpströmmen Y-Δ X X   

Krokströmmen Y-Δ  X  X 

Krångede Y-Δ X   Capacitor 

Kvarnsveden Y-Δ  X   

Mörsil Y-Δ X    

Rottnen Y-Δ X X  X 

Sveg Y-Δ X   X 

Table 6. Transformer coupling and surge arrester/capacitor status for a selection of 

Fortum’s hydropower plants.  

As can be seen in Table 6, the wye-delta connected transformer is the most common one. 

The type of surge arrester protection varies between the plants, but each plant at least have 

surge arresters mounted at one place between the transformer and the generator.  
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Out of these plants there is only Eldforsen and Gråda that have surge capacitors mounted 

in front of the generator.  

4.3  Simulink software and Simscape Power Systems 

Simulink is a graphical programming environment for modeling, simulating and analyzing 

multi-domain dynamic systems. The software is developed by MathWorks and offers a 

tight integration with the rest of the MATLAB environment. Simulink provides a graphical 

editor, customizable block libraries and solvers for modeling and simulating dynamic 

systems (The MathWorks, Inc., 2016). 

Simscape Power Systems, previously known as SimPowerSystems, provides component 

libraries and analysis tools for modeling and simulating electrical power systems. It 

includes models of electrical power components, three-phase machines, a.c. transmission 

systems, power electronics and renewable energy systems. The software can perform 

harmonic analysis, load flow simulations and help to investigate the performance of power 

systems (The MathWorks, Inc., 2016). 
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5  METHOD 

In order to investigate how different overvoltage pulses would affect the surge protection 

of the generator in Eldforsen hydropower plant, different simulations were performed. A 

model of the plant was designed in the Simulink software, which contains a large library of 

electrical power system components such as voltage sources, three phase transformers and 

surge arresters. The software also made it possible to add or change components during the 

project and to get a good overview of the whole system.  

When performing complex simulations including fast transient in a software like Simulink, 

there is important to consider how the software behaves compared to a real life event. The 

program provides a good overview of the events occurring throughout the system, but 

some of the components are simplified versions regarding physical parameters. To receive 

the most accurate results when simulating events like overvoltage transients, one would 

need to investigate the behavior of several individual components in a much deeper 

physical analysis. The purpose of this thesis is to investigate how surge arrester and surge 

capacitors can protect the generator in a hydropower plant and for this type of investigation 

the Simulink software was considered adequate.  

Notice that only the surge arresters installed closest to the generator (ABB POLIM-S) are 

simulated during this project. These surge arresters are installed specifically to protect the 

generator, but there are also surge arrester installed before the transformer and in the 

generator switchgear within Eldforsen hydropower plant. The influence of these surge 

arresters will be discussed later on in this report.   

5.1  Simulink model 

Figure 22. The simplified Simulink model only containing the basic components of the 

system contains the system simplified to only the basic components without any 

measurement or simulation technology components. The switchgear of the generator is 

connected between point 4 and 5.  

Note that it is not possible to run any simulation with this configuration as it lacks some of 

necessary components required.  

 

Figure 22. The simplified Simulink model only containing the basic components of the 

system. Each component is assigned to a number and fully explained in the list below. 
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The following list provides an explanation of each component in Figure 22. A list of all the 

parameters assigned to each component can be found in Appendix 1. 

1. Net equivalent: Represents the net connected to the high voltage side of the 

transformer and provides a phase to phase voltage of 58 kV. 

2. Three phase transformer:  A two winding wye-delta transformer which 

transforms the voltage from 58 kV to 6.6 kV. The model also contains an 

accessible neutral point. 

3. Capacitance of cable 1: Cable 1 is 60 meters and connects the transformer to the 

generator switchgear, which is located between point 4 and 5. 

4. Resistance and inductance of cable 1 

5. Surge capacitors: This component represent the surge capacitors protecting the 

generator. The surge capacitors in Eldforsen hydropower plant have a size of 0.3 

µF per phase. 

6. Surge arresters: These are the surge arresters protecting the generator. The 

parameters are taken from the data sheet of ABB’s POLIM-S, which are the type 

used in Eldforsen hydropower plant. 

7. Resistance and inductance of cable 2: Cable 2 is 12 meters and connects the 

generator switchgear (located between point 4 and 5) to the generator. 

8. Capacitance of cable 2 

9. Generator: This three phase source block represents the generator equivalent. It 

contains a voltage source with a resistor and a inductor in series. The resistor 

represents the internal resistance and the inductor the internal inductance of the 

generator. The values are taken from the KONČAR generator in Eldforsen 

hydropower plant. 

10. Neutral resistor of the generator: This is the resistor connected between the 

neutral point of the generator and ground and has a value of 762 Ω. 

5.1.1  Overvoltage pulse generator 

The Simulink program should be able to perform studies of both lightning and switching 

overvoltage surges. The amplitude of the pulses should be adjustable and the shape set 

regarding to IEC 60071-1 (International Standard IEC 60071-1, 2006). 

1. Lightning pulse: A pulse with T1=1.2 µs and T2=50 µs (Figure 4). 

2. Switching pulse: A pulse with Tp=250 µs and T2=2 500 µs (Figure 6). 

 

Equation (5) was used to create the pulse. This equation was chosen after consulting the 

supervisor at Uppsala University.  
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 𝑓 = 𝐶1 ∗ (1 − 𝑒−
(𝑡−𝐶2)

𝐶3 ) ∗ 𝑒−
𝑡−𝐶4

𝐶5  (5) 

where the constant C1 sets the amplitude and the rest of the constants adjusts the shape of 

the overvoltage pulse. 

To implement the equation into Simulink, the MATLAB Function block was used. With 

this block it is possible to write a function in MATLAB and the use it in a Simulink model. 

Figure 23 shows a picture of the overvoltage pulse circuit in Simulink.  

The Clock act as the time variable t and the Offset constant allows the user to choose at 

which time to apply the pulse. 

The MATLAB code and the constant of the pulses used during the simulations can be 

found in Appendix 1. 

 

Figure 23. Overvoltage pulse generation circuit in Simulink. The MATLAB Function block 

enables the use of a MATLAB function in the Simulink environment.  

5.1.2  Define the amplitude of the overvoltage pulses 

To define which overvoltage amplitude to use during the simulations, was one of the most 

challenging task during the whole project. As the amplitude will depend on a number of 

different factors, a common way to determine a value is by calculate an acceptable 

probability of error and then choose a value with this probability as reference. This method 

requires a lot of data and a thorough knowledge regarding the plant and its surroundings 
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and can be further reviewed in the IEC 60071-2 (International Standard IEC 60071-2, 

1996). 

For this project, the following simplified and timesaving methods were used to determine 

which overvoltage amplitude to use during the many simulations. 

Lightning overvoltage pulse 

The amplitude of a lighting overvoltage pulse is highly dependent on how the lightning 

strikes the overhead line leading to the switchgear. A direct stroke to the line will result in 

a much high amplitude than a stroke in the vicinity of the line. Therefore, the lightning 

overvoltage study will start with a fairly low amplitude, which is then increased between 

the cases. This was performed to investigate how the model behaves when exposed to a 

wide range of different overvoltage pulses. 

The starting amplitude was set to 100 kV, which is about twice the rated primary voltage 

of the transformer. It is then increased up to 6 000 kV during several studies. 

Switching overvoltage pulse 

As in the previous case with the lightning overvoltage pulse, the amplitude of the 

switching overvoltage pulse is dependent on several factors. Some of these are which 

component that is responsible for the overvoltage pulse, where this component located etc.  

During this project, the amplitude is set around 1.2 times Um of the cables conducting the 

overvoltage (Stenström, 2016). Um of the main high voltage cables inside the station is 12 

kV, which gives an amplitude of 14.4 kV for the switching overvoltage pulse. 
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6  RESULTS 

This section contains the results obtained during this master thesis project.  

6.1  Simulation settings 

Overvoltage pulses 

The simulations are performed with lightning- or switching pulses: 

3. Lightning pulse: A pulse with T1=1.2 µs and T2=50 µs (Figure 4). 

4. Switching pulse: A pulse with Tp=250 µs and T2=2 500 µs (Figure 6). 

 

Single- and three phase events 

There are both single and three phase events studied during the simulations: 

 When simulating single phase events the overvoltage pulse is always applied to 

phase a. 

 When simulating three phase events the overvoltage pulse is always applied to all 

three phases at the same time. 

In both cases, the pulse is applied when the voltage of phase a is at its maximum. This 

provides a worst case scenario as it gives the maximum total voltage. Simulations 

Parameters investigated 

The results will be presented in tables and figures and the investigated parameters are 

explained in the following list. Note that only the parameters relevant for each results will 

be presented in this section. Complete tables with all parameters can be found in Appendix 

5. 

 

 SA: This parameter indicates if the surge arresters are connected to the circuit or 

not. 

 Scap: This parameter indicates the value of the surge capacitors connected to the 

circuit. 

 Vgen_peak: This is the maximum generator voltage measured during the influence of 

the overvoltage pulse. 

 Vgen_peak (p.u): This is the maximum generator voltage measured during the 

influence of the overvoltage pulse, presented in per unit. The base voltage is  

 𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 =
𝑉𝑔𝑒𝑛_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 ∗ √2

√3
 (6) 

where Vgen_rated is the rated generator phase to phase voltage of 6.6 kV. 
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 Igen_peak: This is the maximum generator current measured during the influence of 

the overvoltage pulse. The base current is 

 𝐼𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 =
𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 ∗ √3
 (7) 

where Sbase is the rated generator power of 10 MVA.  

 Igen_peak (p.u): This is the maximum generator current measured during the 

influence of the overvoltage pulse, presented in per unit. 

 Ia_cap1_peak: This is the maximum current measured during the influence of the 

overvoltage pulse in phase a of the capacitance associated to the first cable, cable 1 

(60 meters). 

 Ia_cap2_peak: This is the maximum current measured during the influence of the 

overvoltage pulse in phase a of the capacitance associated to the second cable, 

cable 2 (12 meters). 

 ISA1_peak: This is the maximum current measured during the influence of the 

overvoltage pulse in the surge arrester connected to phase a. 

 ESA1: This is the energy developed in the surge arrester connected to phase a during 

the simulation. 

 Ia_Scap_peak: This is the maximum current measured during the influence of the 

overvoltage pulse in phase a of the surge capacitance. 

 tvgen_peak: This is the time until the maximum generator voltage is reached during 

the influence of the overvoltage pulse. 

 INresistor_peak: This is the maximum current through the generator neutral resistor 

measured during the influence of the overvoltage pulse. 

 Vgrad: This is the voltage gradient from when the overvoltage pulse is applied until 

it reaches its maximum value. 
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6.1.1  Lightning pulse test without transformer (20.085 kV pulse) 

These simulations were performed without a transformer connected to the system. The 

purpose is to study how the model behaves when a lightning pulse is applied both with and 

without different setups of overvoltage protection connected to the circuit.  

The amplitude constant of the pulse was set to 20 000 which generated an overvoltage 

pulse with an amplitude of 20.085 kV. This pulse was implemented where the transformer 

(block 2) is located in Figure 22   

 

Single phase lightning pulse simulation 

The first simulation is of a single phase pulse and the results are presented in Table 7 and 

Table 8. 

 SA = X SA = X SA = X SA = X SA = X 

 Scap =0 µF Scap = 0.3 µF Scap = 0.6 µF Scap = 1.2 µF Scap = 3 µF 

Vgen_peak 21.698 kV 22.014 kV 22.293 kV 22.597 kV 23.135 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 4.03 4.08 4.14 4.19 4.29 

Igen_peak 71.2 A 71.45 A 71.68 A 72.1 A 72.95 A 

Igen_peak (p.u) 0.066 0.067 0.067 0.067 0.068 

INresistor_peak 6.93 A 7.07 A 7.15 A 7.27 A 7.47 A 

tvgen_peak 14.2 µs 14 µs 13.5 µs 11.3 µs 14 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 1.5280 1.5724 1.6513 1.9997 1.6525 

 Table 7. Single phase lightning pulse (20.085 kV), without transformer.   
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 SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO 

 Scap =0 µF Scap = 0.3 µF Scap = 0.6 µF Scap = 1.2 µF Scap = 3 µF 

Vgen_peak 45.730 kV 44.100 kV 43.470 kV 42.280 kV 40.340 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 8.49 8.18 8.07 7.85 7.49 

Igen_peak 72.5 A 74.68 A 75.8 A 77.4 A 80 A 

Igen_peak (p.u) 0.068 0.07067 0.071 0.072 0.075 

INresistor_peak 8.61 A 10.66 A 11.9 A 12.86 A 13.5 A 

tvgen_peak 3.24 µs 8.34 µs 11.1 µs 14.54 µs 22.75 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 14.1142 5.2878 3.9162 2.9078 1.7732 

Table 8. Single phase lightning pulse (20.085 kV), without transformer and surge 

arresters.   

These simulations showed that the voltage peak of the generator is reduced with around 50 

% when the surge arresters are connected to the circuit. The surge capacitors do not have 

and significant impact while the surge arresters are connect to the system. However, while 

the system lacks protection from the surge arresters, the surge capacitors helps reduce the 

generator voltage gradient. This increase in voltage is reduced by almost a third when 

surge capacitors of 0.3 µF are connected to the circuit, compared to the case with no surge 

capacitors. These two results are graphically presented in Figure 24 and Figure 25. 

 

Figure 24. Voltage on generator terminals with and without surge arresters when 

simulating a single phase lightning pulse with the amplitude of 20.085 kV, without a 

transformer connected to the circuit. 
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Figure 25. Voltage gradient on generator terminals with and without surge arresters when 

simulating a single phase lightning pulse with the amplitude of 20.085 kV, without a 

transformer connected to the circuit. 

The following figures shows some of the parameters when simulating the case with no 

transformer. Figure 26 and Figure 27 shows the generator voltage and generator current 

without surge arresters or surge capacitors connected to the circuit. 

 

Figure 26. Voltage on generator terminals without surge arresters or surge capacitors 

connected to the circuit.  
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Figure 27. Generator current without surge arresters or surge capacitors connected to the 

circuit.  

Figure 28 and Figure 29 shows the generator voltage and current with surge arrester and 

surge capacitors (0.3 µF) connected to the circuit. This is the same overvoltage protection 

setup as the one in Eldforsen hydropower plant.  

 

Figure 28. Voltage on generator terminals when surge arresters and surge capacitors (0.3 

µF) are connected to the circuit.  
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Figure 29. Generator current when surge arresters or surge capacitors (0.3 µF) are 

connected to the circuit.  

Figure 30 shows the voltage and current of the surge arrester connected to phase a during 

this simulation with surge capacitors of 0.3 µF connected to the circuit.  

 

Figure 30. Voltage and current of the surge arrester connected to phase a with surge 

capacitors of 0.3 µF connected to the circuit. 
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Three phase lightning pulse simulation 

The next simulation is of a three phase pulse and the results are presented in Table 9 and 

Table 10.  

 SA = X SA = X SA = X SA = X SA = X 

 Scap =0 µF Scap = 0.3 µF Scap = 0.6 µF Scap = 1.2 µF Scap = 3 µF 

Vgen_peak 21.700 kV 22.014 kV 22.296 kV 22.598 kV 23.130 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 4.03 4.08 4.14 4.19 4.29 

Igen_peak 8.4 A 9.9 A 10.6 A 11.27 A 12.3 A 

Igen_peak (p.u) 0.0078 0.0092 0.0099 0.0110 0.0115 

INresistor_peak 21.19 A 23.9 A 25 A 26.1 A 27.6 A 

tvgen_peak 14.29 µs 13.7 µs 13.5 µs 11.3 µs 13.9 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 1.5185 1.6069 1.6516  1.9998 1.6640 

Table 9. Three phase lightning pulse (20.085 kV), without transformer.   

 

 SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO 

 Scap =0 µF Scap = 0.3 µF Scap = 0.6 µF Scap = 1.2 µF Scap = 3 µF 

Vgen_peak 45.748 kV 44.120 kV 43.480 kV 42.290 kV 40.360 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 8.49 8.19 8.07 7.85 7.49 

Igen_peak 8.6 A 10.7 A 11.9 A 12.85 A 13.5 A 

Igen_peak (p.u) 0.0080 0.0100 0.0111 0.0120 0.0126 

INresistor_peak 25.85 A 32 A 35.65 A 38.6 A 40.5 A 

tvgen_peak 3.33 µs 8.39 µs 11.1 µs 14.5 µs 22.7 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 13.7381 5.2586 3.9171 2.9166 1.7780 

Table 10. Three phase lightning pulse (20.085 kV), without transformer and surge 

arresters.  

While studying the three phase scenario, the generator voltage peak is the same as in the 

single phase case, but there is no significant peak in the generator current. This is because 

the three currents cancel each other out in a symmetrical three phase system and when the 

pulse is applied to all three phases at the same time, the systems stays symmetrical and 

therefore there is no current peak at the generator (Glover, et al., 2012).  
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6.1.2  Lightning pulse test Eldforsen hydropower plant model (100.42 
kV) 

This simulation was performed to simulate a scenario were a lightning overvoltage pulse 

enters the Eldforsen hydropower plant through the transformer.  

The amplitude constant of the pulse was set to 100 000 which generated a pulse with an 

amplitude of 100.42 kV. The pulse was implemented between the net model and the 

transformer of the circuit (block 1 and 2 in Figure 22).   

Single phase lightning pulse simulation 

 SA = X SA = X SA = X SA = X SA = X 

 Scap =0 µF Scap = 0.3 µF Scap = 0.6 µF Scap = 1.2 µF Scap = 3 µF 

Vgen_peak 8.041 kV 7.044 kV 6.698 kV 6.352 kV 5.934 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 1.53 1.34 1.28 1.21 1.13 

Igen_peak 234 A 238 A 240 A 241 A 241.5 A 

Igen_peak (p.u) 0.218 0.222 0.224 0.225 0.225 

INresistor_peak 0 0 0 0 0 

tvgen_peak 66.5 µs 136 µs 172.6 µs 218 µs 320 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 0.1209 0.0518 0.0388 0.0291 0.0185 

 Table 11. Single phase lightning pulse (100.42 kV), Eldforsen hydropower plant with 

surge arresters.   

 SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO 

 Scap =0 µF Scap = 0.3 µF Scap = 0.6 µF Scap = 1.2 µF Scap = 3 µF 

Vgen_peak 8.010 kV 7.044 kV 6.697 kV 6.352 kV 5.935 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 1.53 1.34 1.28 1.21 1.13 

Igen_peak 234.3 A 238.5 A 239.6 A 240.7 A 241.5 A 

Igen_peak (p.u) 0.219 0.223 0.224 0.225 0.225 

INresistor_peak 0 0 0 0 0 

tvgen_peak 59.5 µs 136.2 µs 173.5 µs 219.9 µs 317 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 0.1346 0.0517 0.0386 0.0289 0.0187 

Table 12. Single phase lightning pulse (100.42 kV), Eldforsen hydropower plant without 

surge arresters.  

By studying Table 11 and Table 12 one can see that the transformer seems to absorb most 

of the lightning overvoltage surge. The resulting voltage on the secondary side is not high 
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enough to make the surge arresters conduct and therefor they will not affect the result. 

Figure 31 shows the voltage before and after the transformer during simulation with surge 

arresters and surge capacitors (0.3 µF) connected to the circuit. 

 

Figure 31. Voltage before and after the transformer with a lighting overvoltage pulse of 

100.42 kV applied in front of the transformer. The simulation are performed with surge 

arresters and surge capacitors (0.3 µF) connected to the circuit. 

However, the surge capacitors reduce the generator voltage gradient by more than 50 % 

when changed from 0 µF to 0.3 µF. 

The results are presented graphically in Figure 32 and Figure 33. 

 

Figure 32. Voltage on generator terminals with and without surge arresters when 

simulating a single phase lightning pulse of amplitude 100.42 kV. 
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Figure 33. Generator voltage gradient with and without surge arresters when simulating a 

single phase lightning pulse of amplitude 100.42 kV. 

The following figures shows the generator voltage and generator current both with and 

without the protection of surge arresters and surge capacitors (0.3 µF). These figures 

shows that more or less the whole 100.42 kV lightning overvoltage pulse is absorbed by 

the transformer. 

 

Figure 34. Generator voltage without surge arresters and surge capacitors, while 

simulating a single phase lightning pulse with amplitude 100.42 kV.  
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Figure 35. Generator current without surge arresters and surge capacitors, while 

simulating a single phase lightning pulse with amplitude 100.42 kV.  

 

Figure 36. Generator voltage with surge arresters and surge capacitors (0.3 µF), while 

simulating a single phase lightning pulse with amplitude 100.42 kV.  
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Figure 37. Generator current with surge arresters and surge capacitors (0.3 µF), while 

simulating a single phase lightning pulse with amplitude 100.42 kV.  

 

Three phase lightning pulse simulation 

According to Power System Analysis and Design (Glover, et al., 2012) and ABB (ABB, 

1991), there will be no voltage rise on the secondary side if the transformer is wye-delta 

connected and the overvoltage is a three phase pulse. This is because the pulse will cause 

circulating current in the delta connected secondary winding and therefore no overvoltage 

will arise on the generator terminals. This was also the result during the simulations of the 

model with a three phase pulse. There was no impact on the secondary side what so ever 

and therefore no further results will be presented from these simulations. 

6.1.3  Lightning pulse test Eldforsen hydropower plant model (250.21 
kV, 501.50 kV, 752.16 kV, 1004.19 kV, 1204.24 kV) 

These simulations were performed to investigate at which overvoltage pulse amplitude the 

critical voltage of 40 kV would be reached, if the generator has no overvoltage protection. 

The simulations also presents the resulting voltage with both surge arresters and surge 

capacitors (0.3 µF) applied and with just surge arresters applied.  

Notice that the lightning impulse withstand level of the transformers primary (high 

voltage) winding insulation is 325 kV. This means that all but one of these simulations 

probably would cause a breakdown in the transformer insulation. However, the purpose of 

this thesis is to study the overvoltage protection for generators and therefor these 

simulations investigate what would happen if pulses with these amplitudes would make it 

through the transformer.  
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 Amplitude of applied overvoltage pulse | SA = X, Scap = 0.3µF 

 250.21 kV 501.50 kV 752.16 kV 1004.19 kV 1204.24 kV 

Vgen_peak 9.928 kV 14.750 kV 17.975 kV 18.400 kV 18.540 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 1.90 2.82 3.43 3.51 3.54 

tvgen_peak 138.7 µs 136 µs 114 µs 91.7 µs 80 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 0.0716 0.1085 0.1577 0.2007 0.2318 

Table 13. Single phase lightning pulse, Eldforsen hydropower plant, with surge arresters 

and surge capacitors (0.3 µF).   

 Amplitude of applied overvoltage pulse | SA = X, Scap = 0 

 250.21 kV 501.50 kV 752.16 kV 1004.19 kV 1204.24 kV 

Vgen_peak 12.405 kV 17.626 kV 18.089 kV 18.280 kV 18.380 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 2.37 3.36 3.45 3.49 3.51 

tvgen_peak 63 µs 53 µs 39 µs 33 µs 30 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 0.1969 0.3326 0.4638 0.5539 0.6127 

Table 14. Single phase lightning pulse, Eldforsen hydropower plant, with surge arresters.   

 

 

 Amplitude of applied overvoltage pulse | SA = NO, Scap = 0 

 250.21 kV 501.50 kV 752.16 kV 1004.19 kV 1204.24 kV 

Vgen_peak 12.350 kV 19.580 kV 26.932 kV 34.045 kV 40.090 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 2.36 3.74 5.14 6.50 7.65 

tvgen_peak 68 µs 67.8 µs 62 µs 60.5 µs 64 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 0.1816 0.2888 0.4344 0.5627 0.6264 

Table 15. Single phase lightning pulse, Eldforsen hydropower plant, without surge 

arresters and surge capacitors.   

These simulations shows that an overvoltage pulse with amplitude of 1200 kV or above, 

would make the generator voltage reach its critical level of 40 kV. However, with surge 

arresters applied to the circuit the generator voltage is kept well below the critical level.  

The surge capacitors of 0.3 µF reduces the generator voltage gradient with about 35 %.  
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The following two figures, Figure 38 and Figure 39, present the results graphically. 

 

Figure 38. Voltage on generator terminals with and without surge protection when 

simulating single phase lightning pulses of amplitude 250.21 kV, 501.50 kV, 752.16 kV, 

1004.19 kV and 1204.24 kV. 

 

Figure 39. Voltage gradient on generator terminals with and without surge protection 

when simulating single phase lightning pulses of amplitude 250.21 kV, 501.50 kV, 752.16 

kV, 1004.19 kV and 1204.24 kV. 

These simulations also show the effect of not including the saturation of the transformer, as 

the ratio between the input and output voltage of the transformer is kept constant at all 

voltage levels. If the saturation would have been included, the ratio between the input and 

output voltage would have been decreased when increasing the voltage this high above the 

rated voltage of 58 kV / 6.6 kV. 
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6.1.4  Lightning pulse test Eldforsen hydropower plant model (1253.70 
kV, 1506.33 kV, 2007.81 kV, 4016.06 kV, 6023.21 kV) 

These simulations were performed to investigate how the model and the overvoltage 

protection behaves when lightning overvoltage pulses of high amplitudes were applied. As 

previously mentioned in the theory section of the report, it is not uncommon with lightning 

overvoltage pulses of 1 000 kV or even more. In this section, overvoltage pulses with an 

amplitude of up to 6 000 kV are studied. 

Once again one must take into account that the lightning impulse withstand level of the 

transformers primary (high voltage) winding insulation is 325 kV. The transformer would 

probably face a breakdown if an overvoltage pulse of this size would be applied to its 

terminals without it being protected by surge arresters. However, the purpose of this thesis 

is to study the overvoltage protection for generators and therefore these simulations 

investigate what would happen if pulses with these amplitudes would make it through the 

transformer. 

Also notice that the model of the transformer still do not simulate any saturation, as 

mention during the previous test 6.1.3  

 

 Amplitude of applied overvoltage pulse | SA = X, Scap = 0.3µF 

 1253.70 kV 1506.33 kV 2007.81 kV 4016.06 kV 6023.21 kV 

Vgen_peak 18.570 kV 18.680 kV 18.840 kV 19.440 kV 19.895 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 3.54 3.57 3.60 3.71 3.80 

tvgen_peak 78.4 µs 73 µs 82 µs 124 µs 151 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 0.2369 0.2559 0.2298 0.1568 0.1318 

Table 16. Single phase lightning pulse, Eldforsen hydropower plant, with surge arresters 

and surge capacitors (0.3 µF).   

 Amplitude of applied overvoltage pulse | SA = X, Scap = 0 

 1253.70 kV 1506.33 kV 2007.81 kV 4016.06 kV 6023.21 kV 

Vgen_peak 18.400 kV 18.500 kV 18.731 kV 19.389 kV 19.867 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 3.51 3.53 3.58 3.70 3.79 

tvgen_peak 55 µs 60 µs 79 µs 123 µs 155 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 0.3345 0.3083 0.2371 0.1576 0.1282 

Table 17. Single phase lightning pulse, Eldforsen hydropower plant, with surge arresters.   
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 Amplitude of applied overvoltage pulse | SA = NO, Scap = 0 

 1253.70 kV 1506.33 kV 2007.81 kV 4016.06 kV 6023.21 kV 

Vgen_peak 41.470 kV 48.702 kV 62.890 kV 121.646 kV 179.110 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 7.92 9.3 12.00 23.22 34.19 

tvgen_peak 66 µs 62 µs 67.8 µs 65 µs 66 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 0.6283 0.7855 0.9276 1.8715 2.7138 

Table 18. Single phase lightning pulse, Eldforsen hydropower plant, without surge 

arresters and surge capacitors.   

The following figures, Figure 40 and Figure 41, presents the results graphically.

 

Figure 40. Voltage on generator terminals with and without surge protection when 

simulating single phase lightning pulses of amplitude 1253.70 kV, 1506.33 kV, 2007.81 kV, 

4016.06 kV and 6023.21 kV. 
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Figure 41. Voltage gradient on generator terminals with and without surge protection 

when simulating single phase lightning pulses of amplitude 1253.70 kV, 1506.33 kV, 

2007.81 kV, 4016.06 kV and 6023.21 kV. 

These simulations shows that with surge arresters applied the generator voltage is kept well 

below the critical level of 40 kV. In the worst case scenario with a overvoltage pulse of 

6023.21 kV applied to the primary side of the transformer, the resulting voltage on the 

secondary side (which is the voltage that the surge protection faces) is about 180 kV. At 

these voltage levels the surge capacitors start to lose their ability to reduce the generator 

voltage gradient. When the voltage on the secondary side reaches 65 kV (about 2 000 kV 

on the primary side) they do not affect the generator voltage gradient at all.  
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6.1.5  Lightning pulse test Eldforsen hydropower plant model (1204.24 
kV and 6023.21 kV) 

Table 19 present all simulated parameters for the 1204.24 kV and 6023.21 kV overvoltage 

pulses with surge arrester and surge capacitors applied to the circuit. 

 Amplitude of applied overvoltage pulse | SA = X, Scap = 0.3µF 

 1204.24 kV 6023.21 kV 

Vgen_peak 18.540 kV 19.895 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 3.54 3.80 

Igen_peak 398 A 950 A 

Ia_cap1_peak 14.7 A 52.5 A 

Ia_cap2_peak 2.74 A 8.8 A 

ISA1_peak 90 A 705 A 

ESA1 (kWh) 2.903*10-5 0.001459 

Ia_Scap_peak 80 A 255 A 

INresistor_peak 0.08 A 0.125 A 

tvgen_peak 80 µs 151 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 0.2318 0.1318 

Table 19. Single phase lightning pulse (1204.24 kV & 6023.21kV), Eldforsen hydropower 

plant with surge arresters and surge capacitors (0.3 µF).   
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6.1.6  Switching pulse test Eldforsen hydropower plant model (14.61 
kV) 

These simulations were performed with at switching pulse of amplitude 14.61 kV applied 

to the system.  

Single phase switching pulse simulation 

 SA = X SA = X SA = X SA = X SA = X 

 Scap =0 µF Scap = 0.3 µF Scap = 0.6 µF Scap = 1.2 µF Scap = 3 µF 

Vgen_peak 19.056 kV 19.056 kV 19.056 kV 19.056 kV 19.058 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 

Igen_peak 2862.3 A 2862.5 A 2862.5 A 2862.2 A 2862.2 A 

Igen_peak (p.u) 2.67 2.67 2.67 2.67 2.67 

INresistor_peak 6.4 A 6.4 A 6.4 A 6.4 A 6.4 A 

tvgen_peak 236 µs 236 µs 236 µs 236.5 µs 230 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 0.0807 0.0807 0.0807 0.0806 0.0829 

 Table 20. Single phase switching pulse (14.61 kV), Eldforsen hydropower plant, with 

surge arresters.   

 

 SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO 

 Scap =0 µF Scap = 0.3 µF Scap = 0.6 µF Scap = 1.2 µF Scap = 3 µF 

Vgen_peak 19.056 kV 19.217 kV 19.348 kV 19.509 kV 19.803 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 3.54 3.57 3.59 3.62 3.67 

Igen_peak 2862.2 A 2862.2 A 2862.2 A 2862.2 A 2862.2 A 

Igen_peak (p.u) 2.67 2.67 2.67 2.67 2.67 

INresistor_peak 6.4 A 6.4 A 6.42 A 6.42 A 6.55 A 

tvgen_peak 236 µs 236 µs 236 µs 236 µs 236 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 0.0807 0.0814 0.0820 0.0827 0.0839 

Table 21. Single phase switching pulse (14.61 kV), Eldforsen hydropower plant, without 

surge arresters. 
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Three phase switching pulse simulation 

 SA = X SA = X SA = X SA = X SA = X 

 Scap =0 µF Scap = 0.3 µF Scap = 0.6 µF Scap = 1.2 µF Scap = 3 µF 

Vgen_peak 19.058 kV 19.058 kV 19.058 kV 19.059 kV 19.059 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 

Igen_peak 660 A 660 A 660 A 660 A 660 A 

Igen_peak (p.u) 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 

INresistor_peak 19.17 A 19.2 A 19.2 A 19.3 A 19.5 A 

tvgen_peak 236 µs 238 µs 238.5 µs 239 µs 232 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 0.0808 0.0801 0.0799 0.0797 0.0822 

 Table 22. Three phase switching pulse (14.61 kV), Eldforsen hydropower plant, with surge 

arresters.   

 

 SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO 

 Scap =0 µF Scap = 0.3 µF Scap = 0.6 µF Scap = 1.2 µF Scap = 3 µF 

Vgen_peak 19.057 kV 19.245 kV 19.367 kV 19.512 kV 19.809 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 3.54 3.57 3.59 3.62 3.68 

Igen_peak 660 A 660 A 660 A 660 A 660 A 

Igen_peak (p.u) 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 

INresistor_peak 19.17 A 19.2 A 19.3 A 19.3 A 19.6 A 

tvgen_peak 233 µs 238 µs 235 µs 243 µs 277 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 0.0818 0.0809 0.0824 0.0803 0.0873 

Table 23. Three phase switching pulse (14.61 kV), Eldforsen hydropower plant, without 

surge arresters. 

These simulations shows that a switching pulse with an amplitude of 14.61 kV will result 

in a generator voltage just above 19 kV. It is enough to trigger the surge arresters and they 

will conduct a small current of around 260 A. However, the only critical value is the 

current through the generator neutral resistor. With a single phase pulse this current is 

around 6 A which is just above the limit of 5 A, but when simulating a three phase pulse 

the current reaches values as high as 19.5 A. 
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7  DISCUSSION AND SOURCES OF ERROR 

As described earlier, one of the most critical parts of a generator with a multi turn winding 

when it comes to overvoltages, is the insulation between the turns of the winding. By 

knowing the length of a turn, the voltage gradient of the overvoltage pulse and 

approximate the speed of the overvoltage pulse, it is possible to calculate the potential 

difference that will appear across the turn insulation. This means that the risk of a critical 

potential difference is higher for a short pulse (lightning) than for a longer pulse 

(switching). However, for all results in this report, the worst case scenario with the whole 

amplitude of the overvoltage pulse across the turn insulation is considered.  

7.1  Simulation 

7.1.1  Lightning pulse test without transformer (20.085 kV pulse) 

Even though this particular case does not reflect an expected real event it revealed some 

interesting results. The surge arresters helped reduce the overvoltage peak by more than 

50%, which otherwise would be above the critical limit of 40 kV. They also reduced the 

generator voltage gradient. 

The surge capacitors also helped reduce the generator voltage gradient, but only when the 

surge arresters were not connected.  

Whit surge arresters connected to the circuit, the only critical parameter would be the 

current through the neutral resistor. This would be a current peak of very short duration 

and about 2 A (40 %) above the current limit of 5 A. However, this limit is what the 

neutral resistor should be able to withstand for 20 seconds. In this case it is subjected to a 

current larger than 5 A, but for a very short amount of time. This will only produce a small 

amount of the energy compared to when subjected to 5 A for 20 seconds, which means that 

neutral resistor won’t be exposed to any danger in this case.    

The conclusions of this study are: 

 The generator would need to be protected by surge arresters if exposed to this 

particular lightning overvoltage.  

 The surge capacitors will help reduce the generator voltage gradient, but only when 

the surge arresters are not connected. 

 The 5 A limit of the neutral resistor is exceeded both with and without surge 

arresters, but only for a very short amount of time. 

7.1.2  Lightning pulse test Eldforsen hydropower plant model (100.42 
kV) 

According to the results of this simulation there would be no risk of damage to the 

generator if the plant was exposed to a lightning overvoltage pulse with an amplitude of 

100.42 kV. Even without surge arresters and surge capacitors the raise in voltage at the 

generator terminals would be only just above 8 kV or 1.5 p.u, which is way below the 

critical limit of 40 kV. Due to the large reduction of the pulse in the transformer, the 
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remaining pulse will not even make the surge arresters conduct. This means they would 

only act as an unnecessary expense if this is this worst overvoltage scenario the 

hydropower plant would be exposed to. 

The surge capacitors have a large impact on the generator voltage gradient, which the 

surge arresters will not affect when they are not even conducting. The voltage gradient is 

reduced by more than 50 % when applying surge capacitors of 0.3 µF to the circuit. 

However, as the peak of the generator voltage will not even come close to the critical limit, 

there does not seem to be any need of reducing the voltage gradient.    

The conclusions of this study are: 

 Due to the large reduction of the overvoltage pulse in transformer, the surge 

arresters will not conduct and therefore not affect the circuit. 

 The surge capacitors has a large impact on the generator voltage gradient, but is 

unnecessary as the generator voltage do not even come close to the critical limit of 

40 kV. 

7.1.3  Lightning pulse test Eldforsen hydropower plant model (250.21 
kV, 501.50 kV, 752.16 kV, 1004.19 kV, 1204.24 kV) 

This series of simulations showed that with this transformer model, with not simulation of 

the saturation, the amplitude of the voltage pulse would need to be above 1 200 kV before 

the voltage on the generator terminals reaching the critical limit of 40 kV. It also showed 

that with surge arresters applied, the generator voltage would be kept below 20 kV. 

The surge capacitors help reduce the generator voltage gradient with about 35 %, but with 

surge arresters applied the generator voltage will not even come close to the critical limit, 

and the surge capacitors become unnecessary. 

The conclusions of this study are: 

 If the amplitude of the applied overvoltage pulse is above 1 200 kV, the generator 

needs to be protected by surge arresters to stay below the critical limit of 40 kV. 

 The surge capacitors has a large impact on the generator voltage gradient, but is 

unnecessary as the generator voltage do not even come close to the critical limit of 

40 kV. 

7.1.4  Lightning pulse test Eldforsen hydropower plant model (1253.70 
kV, 1506.33 kV, 2007.81 kV, 4016.06 kV, 6023.21 kV) 

This series of simulations showed that: 

 The generator voltage is still way below the critical limit of 40 kV if surge arresters 

are applied. 

 The surge capacitors loses their ability to reduce the generator voltage gradient if 

the amplitude of the overvoltage pulse exceeds 2 000 kV, which corresponds to 

around 65 kV on the secondary side and over the surge capacitors. 
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7.1.5  Lightning pulse test Eldforsen hydropower plant model (1204.24 
kV and 6023.21 kV) 

These simulations showed that:  

 The currents through the circuit is significantly higher when the higher pulse is 

applied, but the current through the neutral resistor is kept way below the critical 

level of 5 A in both cases. 

7.1.6  Switching pulse test Eldforsen hydropower plant model (14.61 
kV) 

A switching pulse of 14.61 kV will not make the generator voltage exceed 40 kV, even 

without surge arrester protection. It will be kept around 19 kV and the surge arresters will 

not affect that level as they only conduct about 260 A. The only critical parameter during 

this study is the current through the generators neutral resistor. When applying a single 

phase pulse, the current through the generators neutral resistor reaches values of about 6.4 

A. When applying a three phase pulse, the current becomes three time higher, that is above 

19 A. This is around four times the critical limit of 5 A.  

The conclusions of this study are: 

 A switching pulse of this amplitude, 14.61 kV, would not make the generator 

voltage exceed the critical limit of 40 kV. 

 The critical parameter during a switching pule of amplitude 14.61 kV would be the 

current through the generators neutral resistor.  

7.2  Sources of error 

 For most of the components in the simulations, the signal only moves in one 

direction. This means that an overvoltage pulse only extends in one direction, 

which differs from the real event where the pulse extends in both directions. 

 The real Eldforsen hydropower plant contains surge arresters both before the 

transformer, between the transformers neutral point and ground and within the 

generator switchgear. This would affect which type of overvoltage the generator 

and its overvoltage protection would be exposed to. However, applying this 

additional protection would only increase the protection level in the power plant, 

which means that the safety margins would increase even more.  

 The transformer model do not simulate any saturation. This means that the 

transformer will not suffer any reduction in its ability to transfer energy, even when 

the applied current is very high. 

 The voltage-current characteristics of the surge arresters used in Simulink are 

defined in three segments. However, there are simulation software focusing on 

electromagnetic transients with models containing between 10 and 20 segments, 

which makes the model more accurate.  
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8  CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH 

8.1  Conclusions 

According to the simulations, the surge arresters provides an important protection to the 

generator in Eldforsen hydropower plant. However, if the surge arresters before the 

transformer and in the generator switchgear provides the same protection as the ones 

studied in this project, the plant is overprotected. This provides an unnecessary cost, 

especially when the plant has a relatively low energy production. The surge arresters 

installed before the transformer provides protection to the transformer, but inside the plant, 

one setup of surge arresters would be enough. If the surge arresters installed in the 

generator switchgear do not provide protection for any other apparatus than the generator, 

then they are unnecessary and it would be better to just go with the surge arresters installed 

closest to the generator. 

The surge capacitors in Eldforsen hydropower plant helps reduce the overvoltage gradient, 

but only when they are subjected to overvoltages not exceeding 65 kV. However, they are 

still unnecessary for the cases studied during this project as the generator voltage never 

come close to the critical limit of 40 kV when surge arresters are installed.   

8.2  Further research and possible improvements 

In both the no transformer case and the switching overvoltage pulse case, the limiting 

parameter is the current through the generator neutral resistor. Therefore, the model can be 

used to study how different variations of this resistor would affect the current and also the 

behavior of the overvoltage.  

This model can also be easily modified for studying overvoltage scenarios in other 

hydropower plants.  
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10  APPENDIX 1 – SIMULINK COMPONENT VALUES 

This appendix contains the values of all the components used during the simulations in 

Simulink. 

 

Net model 

 

Figure 42. Net model settings used in Simulink simulations. 
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Transformer model 

 

Figure 43. Transformer model settings used in the Simulink simulations. 

 

Generator model 

 

Figure 44. Generator model settings used in the Simulink simulations. 
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Surge arrester model 

 

Figure 45. Surge arrester model settings used in the Simulink simulations. 

 

Lightning overvoltage pulses 

Constant Value 

C1 Amplitude 

C2 0 

C3 0.21*10-6 

C4 1.73*10-6 

C5 7.05*10-5 

Table 24. Lightning overvoltage pulse parameters. 

Switching overvoltage pulses 

Constant Value 

C1 Amplitude 

C2 0 

C3 0.0632*10-3 

C4 1.7*10-3 

C5 3.15*10-3 

Table 25. Switching overvoltage pulse parameters. 
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11  APPENDIX 2 – ABOUT FORTUM 

Fortum is a Finnish energy company operating in the Nordic countries, Baltic countries, 

Poland, Russia and India. Fortum was founded in 1998 and it was created by combining 

the business of state owned Imatran Voima (IVO) and the listed oil company Neste Oyj. In 

2001 Fortum signed an agreement with the City of Stockholm on the purchase of Birka 

Energi. The two had been partners and owned each 50% of the company for a couple of 

years, but after this agreement Fortum was now the owner of the company.  

Since 2005 most of the oil assets are divested into a separate listed company and nowadays 

Fortum's main focus is towards CO2 free and efficient electricity and heat generation. This 

includes operating power plants and generate and sell electric, heat, cooling and steam. 

Fortum's energy production comes from a variety of different energy sources including 

hydro, nuclear, wind and co-generation plants. In 2013 Fortum acquired a solar power 

plant in India and has since then expanded its solar portfolio in the country.  

Hydropower has always been the core of Fortum’s energy production. The company has 

160 hydro power plants of which 127 are located in Sweden and 33 in Finland. The total 

installed capacity exceeds 4 600 MW (Fortum, 2014). The Swedish plants are located from 

Ångermanälven in the north to Vänern in the south. The installed power per station ranges 

from a few MW up to 329 MW in Trängslet hydropower plant located in Dalälven.  
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12  APPENDIX 3 – ADDITIONAL SURGE ARRESTER THEORY 

Historical background 

The first overvoltage protection devices were introduced at the end of the 19th century. 

They consisted of a simple air gap which led to that the triggering voltage changed with 

temperature, air pressure and humidity. This type of device comes with one major 

disadvantage; the operation led to a power arc and consequent interruption of power supply 

on systems having earthed neutral points. 

In the 1930s a new type of arrester was developed. It is called a conventional arrester or 

gapped arrester. This type of arrester is built of voltage dependent silicon carbide (SiC) 

resistor blocks in series with spark gaps mounted together in a porcelain housing. The 

gapped arrester was improved throughout the years and in the 1960s the protection 

characteristics were improved with the help of current limiting active gaps. This arrester 

type had better extinguish capacity, lower discharge level and a greater discharging 

capacity for switching surges than a conventional gapped arrester. 

In the middle of the 1970s the gapped SiC arrester had reached its limits. They provided a 

good protection against overvoltages but it was difficult to design them with several 

parallel columns which resulted in problems handling the high energy requirements needed 

for HVDC transmissions. Because of the triggering voltage that came with this technique it 

was also difficult to get a good accuracy regarding the protection level. Another issue with 

this type of arrester was that the triggering voltage could be affected by surrounding 

electrical fields, hence the protective function of the surge arrester was dependent on other 

surrounding devices. The solution to these problems came in the late 1970s with the 

introduction of the metal-oxide surge arrester (also called MO, zinc-oxide or ZnO 

arrester).With this technology the protection level could be accurately given and the 

protective function was not affected by other devices.  

Housing 

The housing is an important part when designing a surge arrester. It should be able to 

support and withstand the mechanical and thermal loads it may be exposed to. It should 

also keep the internal parts together, protect against external flashovers and protect the 

arrester from other external influences. There is also a flange attached to one or both ends 

of the arrester. This is used for fastening the device or secure devises mechanically and 

electrically together if they are connected in series.  

The protection of the internal parts is achieved by housing the blocks in a securely sealed 

insulator. This housing has traditionally been made of porcelain but today there is a strong 

trend towards the use of silicone insulators for arresters at all system voltages. Some of the 

reasons why silicone is a popular material are listed below: 

 Silicone insulators generally performs better in polluted environments compared to 

a porcelain insulator. This is mainly due to the hydrophobic behavior of the silicone 

material, i.e. the ability to bead water and prevent wetting of the insulator surface. 

Hydrophobicity results in reduced creep age currents during heavy pollution 
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episodes. This is minimizing the electrical discharges on the surface and thereby 

reducing the effects of material ageing.  

 Better short-circuit capability with increased safety for other equipment and 

personnel. 

 Low weight. 

 Better earthquake withstand capability. 

The length of the arrester is also an important parameter when it comes to designing the 

housing. For tall arresters the influence of stray capacitances makes the voltage distribution 

less linear. The energy handling capability of the metal-oxide resistors is closely related to 

the temperature of the resistor. A high voltage stress rapidly increase the power losses 

which in turn increases the temperature and the risk of an arrester failure. On a tall arrester 

the top may reach, or even exceed, the knee-point of the voltage-current characteristics of 

the zinc-oxide metal. Above this knee-point the block starts to conduct large currents 

which could lead to the failure of the arrester. To prevent this from happening tall arresters 

are equipped with some type of voltage grading, for example grading capacitors or grading 

rings. Figure 46 shows two series connected arresters from Siemens with a grading ring on 

top. 

 

Figure 46. Two units in series with a grading ring on top (Siemens, 2011). 

Protective levels and energy discharge capability 

 “A correctly selected arrester can divert surges to ground almost endlessly, provided the 

energy to be dissipated is within the capability of the arrester.” (ABB, 2015) 
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A surge arrester will be exposed to a wide range of different stress factors which are highly 

dependent on were the arrester is used. Is it placed indoor or outdoor, in which climate, is 

it in an area where lightning strikes is very common, is it in an area where earth-quakes 

can occur, what is the operating voltage etc. Therefore there is a wide range of surge 

arresters on the market from a variety of different manufacturers.  

Surge arresters are divided into different classifications. Metal-oxide surge arresters shall 

be identified by a nameplate that must be permanently attached to the arrester. This 

nameplate must contain at least some required parameters including: 

 continuous operating voltage, 

 rated voltage, 

 rated frequency, 

 nominal discharge current and 

 rated short-circuit current. 

The arresters are classified as station or distribution arresters. Table 26 indicates how they 

are classified and Table 27 contains nominal discharge current and typical Us from the 

arrester type test table in IEC 60099-4 (International Standard IEC 60099-4, 2014). 

Arrester class Station Distribution 

Designation SH SM SL DH DM DL 

Nominal discharge 

current 
20 kA 10 kA 10 kA 10 kA 5 kA 2.5 kA 

Switching impulse 

discharge current 
2 kA 1 kA 0.5 kA -- -- -- 

Qrs (C) ≥ 2.4 ≥1.6 ≥ 1.0 ≥ 0.4 ≥ 0.2 ≥ 0.1 

Wth (kJ/kV) ≥ 10 ≥ 7 ≥ 4 -- -- -- 

Qth (C) -- -- -- ≥ 1.1 ≥ 0.7 ≥ 0.45 

Table 26. Arrester classification  

The letters “H”, “M”, and “L” in the designation stands for “high”, “medium” and 

“low” duty, respectively (International Standard IEC 60099-4, 2014). 

Arrester class Station Station Distribution 

Nominal discharge 

current 

20 kA 

10 kA 

20 kA 

10 kA 

10 kA 

5 kA 

2.5 kA 

Typical Us (kV) 

r.m.s value 
> 245 ≤ 245 ≤ 52 

Table 27. Arrester type test (International Standard IEC 60099-4, 2014). 
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First of all the arrester must be able to withstand the maximum continuous voltage (Uc). 

This is the maximum r.m.s. voltage level the arrester is designed to operate under during 

its entire lifetime, which is normally stated to be in the order of 30 years. The entire 

voltage is across the metal-oxide resistors and they must be able to maintain their 

insulating properties as the arrester should act as an insulator at this voltage level.  

The maximum continuous voltage (Uc) is one of the continuous stresses the arrester will be 

exposed to together with ambient temperature, rain, pollution, external forces etc. The 

design also needs to take into account the non-continuous stresses that may occur, such as 

temporary overvoltages and transient overvoltages.  

The temporary overvoltages in networks are primarily caused by earth faults, load 

rejections , energizing of unloaded lines and resonance. By definition, a temporary 

overvoltage is above the maximum continuous voltage (Uc) and normally lasts from a few 

cycles up to some seconds. However, in certain isolated systems, the duration of an earth-

fault may last several days. (ABB, 2015) 

A metal-oxide surge arrester is considered to have withstood a temporary overvoltage if: 

 The metal-oxide resistors are not destroyed due to energy under the temporary 

overvoltage. This can happen due to cracking, puncturing or flashover of the 

blocks. 

 The surge arrester is thermally stable against the Uc after cessation of the temporary 

overvoltage 

When it comes to transient overvoltages the arrester shall be able to protect the equipment 

by limiting an overvoltage to a level well below the insulation withstand level, for an 

expected maximum current. The surge arrester may be subjected to different overvoltage 

impulses originating from for example lightning, faults in the network, switching of lines or 

capacitor banks etc. The metal-oxide resistors must be able to withstand the energy or current 

without failing. It must also be able to withstand the thermal energy which comes with the 

transient. The IEC 60099-4 (International Standard IEC 60099-4, 2014) presents the 

minimum criteria for the requirements and testing of gapless metal-oxide surge arresters that 

are applied to AC power systems with Us above 1 kV.   

In the event that an arrester is required to dissipate more energy than it is capable of, it will 

sacrifice itself by failing into short circuit. Most commonly, arresters are connected 

between phase to ground and the resultant earth fault will immediately collapse the voltage 

on that phase, thereby protecting other equipment on the same phase. The upstream 

protection will initiate a breaker trip to clear the fault, and the failed arrester will then be 

replaced. 

Arresters which contains an enclosed gas volume need special protection systems, 

otherwise they might explode due to the internal pressure increase caused by the heat 

generated from the short circuit arc. This problem is solved by a pressure relief device at 

the top and the bottom of each device. Figure 47 shows the operating principle of ABB’s 
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EXLIM porcelain housed arresters and Figure 48 shows the internal parts of a porcelain 

housed arrester from Siemens. 

 

Figure 47. Operating principle of ABB’s EXLIM porcelain housed arrester (ABB, 2015) 

 

Figure 48. The inside of a porcelain housed metal-oxide surge arrester from Siemens 

(Siemens, 2011) 
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13  APPENDIX 4 – VISITED HYDROPOWER PLANTS 

During the project a number of Fortum’s hydro power plants were visited. The purpose 

was to get a practical view of the reality, to get a picture besides the theoretical background 

and gather valuable information. This was done by studying interesting parts and talking to 

the people in charge at the power plants. Table 28 contains a list of the visited power plants 

sorted by area, which are then followed by a more thorough description of each plant. 

 

Plant Region River 
Power 

[MW] 

Yearly 

production 

[GWh] 

Bullerforsen Borlänge Dalälven 47 226 

Domnarvet Borlänge Dalälven 22 132 

Forshuvudforsen Borlänge Dalälven 47 209 

Gråda Leksand Dalälven 24 119 

Kvarnsveden Borlänge Dalälven 60 275 

     

Dejefors Karlstad Klarälven 21.8 110 

Edsvalla Karlstad Norsälven 5.5 28 

Frykfors Karlstad Norsälven 5 26 

Rottnen Karlstad Norsälven 20 39 

     

Krokströmmen Sveg Ljusnan 103 490 

Sveg Sveg Ljusnan 37 148 

     

Järpströmmen Östersund Indalsälven 114 420 

Krångede Östersund Indalsälven 248.4 1674 

Table 28. List of visited hydropower plants. 
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Bullerforsen 

 

Figure 49. Bullerforsen hydropower plant with the new station to the left (taken into 

operation 1990) and the old station to the right (taken into operation 1910 and out of 

operation 1998) 

Bullerforsen hydropower plant is located in Dalälven in the city of Borlänge. It is one of 

closely grouped hydropower plants in the city with Kvarnsveden upstream and Domnarvet 

downstream. Bullerforsen consists of the powerhouses finished in 1910 and 1990 

respectively, with the old one taken out of operation in 1998. The new powerhouse has two 

units both equipped with Kaplan turbines and a rated output of 47 MW. The head of 11.3 

m and an average water flow of 283.6 m3/s gives a normal year production of 226 GWh.  

 

Figure 50. Picture from inside the old station in Bullerforsen hydropower plant. 
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Domnarvet  

 

Figure 51. Domnarvet hydropower plant is located inside SSAB's industrial area and was 

taken into operation in 1945. 

Domnarvet hydropower plant is located in Dalälven in the city of Borlänge. It is the 

furthest downstream of the closely grouped hydropower plants in the city, with 

Bullerforsen hydropower plant upstream. The powerhouse has two units both equipped 

with Kaplan turbines and a rated output of 22 MW. The head of 6.9 m and an average 

water flow of 283.6 m3/s gives a normal year production of 132 GWh. 

The hydropower plant is located inside SSAB’s industrial area where the company 

produces sheet metal. One of the generators can also be directly connected to SSAB’s own 

switchgear.  

Figure 52 shows a picture of the transformer T1 connected between the power plant (11 

kV) and a 130 kV switchgear. In this picture one can see that this transformer has surge 

arresters (highlighted with arrows) connected phase to ground on each phase just before 

the bushings on the high voltage side. 
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Figure 52. The transformer T1 at Domnarvet hydropower plant with surge arresters 

highlighted with arrows. 

 

Forshuvudforsen 

 

Figure 53. Forshuvudforsen hydropower plant with the new powerhouse to the right (taken 

into operation 1990) and the old powerhouse to the left (taken into operation 1922 and out 

of operation 1999). 
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Forshuvudforsen hydropower plant is located in Dalälven in the city of Borlänge. It is the 

furthest upstream of the closely grouped plants in the city, with Kvarnsveden hydropower 

plant downstream. Forshuvudforsen consists of two powerhouses (1922 and 1990) with the 

old one taken out of operation in 1999. The new powerhouse has two units both equipped 

with Kaplan turbines and a rated output of 47 MW. The head of 10.7 m and an average 

water flow of 283.6 m3/s gives a normal year production of 209 GWh. 

Gråda 

 

Figure 54. Gråda hydropower plant in the river of Österdalälven  

Gråda hydropower plant is located in Österdalälven, the main tributary of Dalälven, in the 

municipality of Leksand. The station was taken into operation in 1951, has two units both 

equipped with Kaplan turbines and a rated output of 24 MW. The head of 11 m and an 

average water flow of 154 m3/s gives a normal year production of 119 GWh. 

This is one of two hydropower plants studied during this project which is equipped with 

capacitors together with surge arresters protecting the generators. Figure 14 shows a 

picture of this setup inside the Gråda hydropower plant. The second hydropower plant 

containing this setup is Eldforsen hydropower plant, located in Västerdalälven. However, 

Eldforsen hydropower plant was not visited during this project but is further investigated 

later in this report.  
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Kvarnsveden  

 

Figure 55. Kvarnsveden hydropower plant in the river Dalälven with the old powerhouse 

(taken into operation in 1975) furthest away and the newest (taken into operation in 1996) 

closest. 

Kvarnsveden hydropower plant is located in Dalälven in the city of Borlänge. It is one of 

closely grouped hydropower plants in the city, with Forshuvudforsen upstream and 

Bullerforsen downstream. The plant has two units both equipped with Kaplan turbines and 

a rated output of 60 MW. The head of 13.9 m and an average water flow of 283.6 m3/s 

gives a normal year production of 275 GWh.  

Before the existing two powerhouses were built there was an old plant in the same 

location. That plant was built between 1897 and 1900 to provide energy to the paper 

industry located near the shore. The paper industry is still in service and can be seen in 

Figure 56, while the powerhouse was replaced by today’s newest plant in the 1990s.   
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Figure 56. Kvarnsveden dam with the paper industry in the background. 

 

Dejefors 

 

Figure 57. The newest part of Dejefors hydropower plant, located in Klarälven. 
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Dejefors hydropower plant is located in Klarälven in the municipality of Forshaga. The 

first hydropower plant in Dejeforsen was built in 1906. This plant is now taken out of 

operation and the intake has been sealed. In 1936 a second plant with one unit was built. 

This unit is a double horizontal shaft Francis turbine rated 3.3 MW. In 1951 this plant was 

upgraded with two more units. These are of propeller type and have the total rated output 

of 7 MW. In 1992 a new plant was built on the other side of the river. This plant contains 

one unit of Kaplan type rated 11.32 MW. 

The hydropower plant has a head of 10.4 m and an average water flow of 158 m3/s which 

gives a normal year production of 110 GWh.  

Figure 58 shows a picture of the generator in the old plant, taken out of operation for 

inspection during the time of the visit. 

 

Figure 58. The generator G1 in the old station at Dejefors hydropower plant built in 1936. 
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Edsvalla  

 

Figure 59. Edsvalla hydropower plant in the river Norsälven. 

Edsvalla hydropower plant is located in the society of Edsvalla which belongs to the 

municipality of Karlstad. The plant was taken into service in 1943 and contains one unit of 

Kaplan type, rated 5.5MW. With a head of 8.5 m and an average water flow of 48 m3/s the 

hydropower plant has a normal year production of 28 GWh. 
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Frykfors 

 

Figure 60. Frykfors hydropower plant in the river Norsälven.  

Frykfors hydropower plant consists of two different powerhouses, one taken into operation 

in 1988 and one in 2010. The hydropower plant is located in the river Norsälven in the 

municipality of Kil. The two stations together has two units of Kaplan type rated 2.82 MW 

and 2.5 MW respectively. With a head of 8 m and an average water flow of 57 m3/s the 

normal year production is 26 GWh.    
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Rottnen  

 

Figure 61. Rottnen hydropower plant in the river Norsälven (Kuhlin, 2016). 

The hydropower plant is located in Norsälven in the municipality of Sunne. Rottnen is an 

underground plant with its machine hall situated around 40 m below ground and has been 

in operation since 1999. It contains one unit of Kaplan type, rated 20 MW. With a head of 

43 m and an average water flow of 15 m3/s the normal year production is 39 GWh. Figure 

62 shows a picture from inside the Rottnen underground powerhouse. 

 

Figure 62. Inside Rottnen hydropower plant in the river Norsälven. 
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Krokströmmen 

 

Figure 63. Krokströmmen hydropower plant in the river Ljusnan. 

Krokströmmen hydropower plant is located in the river Ljusnan in the municipality of 

Härjedalen. It is an underground plant with the machine hall situated around 60 m below 

ground. The station contains three units of which two are of Francis type and one of 

Kaplan type. The Francis units were taken into operation 1953 while the Kaplan unit was 

taken into operation in 1966. The total installed power is 103 MW. With a head of 59.1 m 

and an average water flow of 134 m3/s the normal year production is 490 GWh.  
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Sveg 

 

Figure 64. Sveg hydropower plant in the river Ljusnan. 

The Sveg hydropower plant is located in the river Ljusnan in the municipality of 

Härjedalen. The station consists of one unit of Kaplan type, with a rated output of 37 MW. 

With a head of 9 to 19 m and an average water flow of 123 m3/s the normal year 

production is 148 GWh. Figure 65 shows a picture of the transformer T1 equipped with 

surge arresters containing gradient rings.  

 

Figure 65. Transformer T1 outside Sveg hydropower plant with the surge arresters 

highlighted. 

http://portal.fortum.com/sites/Communication/Generation archive/Norrland_Area/Ljusnan-Voxnan/Sveg
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Järpströmmen 

 

Figure 66. Järpströmmen hydropower plant in the river Indalsälven. 

Järpströmmen hydropower plant is located in the river Indalsälven in the municipality of 

Åre. The plant is of underground type and has three vertical Francis units with a total rated 

output of 114 MW. The first two units were taken into operation in 1944 and the third in 

1947. With a head of 66 m and an average water flow of 210 m3/s the normal year 

production is 420 GWh. 
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Krångede 

 

Figure 67. Krångede hydropower plant in the river Indalsälven 

Krångede hydropower plant is located in the river Indalsälven in the municipality of 

Ragunda. The plant is of underground type and was taken into operation in 1936. It 

contains six Francis units with a total rated output of 248 MW which makes it one of the 

most powerful hydropower plants in Fortum’s regime. With a head of 60 m and an average 

water flow of 500 m3/s the normal year production is 1647 GWh, which makes it the most 

energetic plant in Fortum’s regime.  

Figure 68 shows a picture from inside the machine hall at Krångede hydropower plant and 

Figure 69 shows a picture of six surge arresters connected to one of the generators.  
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Figure 68. Inside the machine hall at Krångede hydropower plant. 

 
Figure 69. A six arrester configuration connected to one of the generators in Krångede 

hydropower plant. 
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14  APPENDIX 5 – FULL TABLES OF THE SIMULATION RESULTS 

Lightning pulse test without transformer (20.085 kV pulse) 

The first simulation is of a single phase pulse and the results are presented in Table 7 and 

Table 8. 

 SA = X SA = X SA = X SA = X SA = X 

 Scap =0 µF Scap = 0.3 µF Scap = 0.6 µF Scap = 1.2 µF Scap = 3 µF 

Vgen_peak 21.698 kV 22.014 kV 22.293 kV 22.597 kV 23.135 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 4.03 4.08 4.14 4.19 4.29 

Igen_peak 71.2 A 71.45 A 71.68 A 72.1 A 72.95 A 

Igen_peak (p.u) 0.066 0.067 0.067 0.067 0.068 

Ia_cap1_peak 996.6 A 649.8 A 550.5 A 546.7 A 504.2 A 

Ia_cap2_peak 180.1 A 72.23 A 59.2 A 40.72 A 24.97 A 

ISA1_peak 3042 A 3726 A 4444 A 5373 A 7495 A 

ESA1 (kWh) 0.000483 0.0006326 0.0007307 0.0008831 0.0001208 

Ia_Scap_peak - 2100 A 3442 A 4736 A 7257 A 

INresistor_peak 6.93 A 7.07 A 7.15 A 7.27 A 7.47 A 

tvgen_peak 14.2 µs 14 µs 13.5 µs 11.3 µs 14 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 1.5280 1.5724 1.6513 1.9997 1.6525 

 Table 29 Single phase lightning pulse (20.085 kV), without transformer.   
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 SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO 

 Scap =0 µF Scap = 0.3 µF Scap = 0.6 µF Scap = 1.2 µF Scap = 3 µF 

Vgen_peak 45.730 kV 44.100 kV 43.470 kV 42.280 kV 40.340 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 8.49 8.18 8.07 7.85 7.49 

Igen_peak 72.5 A 74.68 A 75.8 A 77.4 A 80 A 

Igen_peak (p.u) 0.068 0.07067 0.071 0.072 0.075 

Ia_cap1_peak 1041.4 A 673.8 A 619.5 A 562 A 506 A 

Ia_cap2_peak 227.5 A 90.78 A 64.5 A 45 A 27.92 A 

Ia_Scap_peak - 2639 A 3743 A 5235 A 8117 A 

INresistor_peak 8.61 A 10.66 A 11.9 A 12.86 A 13.5 A 

tvgen_peak 3.24 µs 8.34 µs 11.1 µs 14.54 µs 22.75 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 14.1142 5.2878 3.9162 2.9078 1.7732 

Table 30. Single phase lightning pulse (20.085 kV), without transformer and surge 

arresters.   

The next simulation is of a three phase pulse and the results are presented in Table 9 and 

Table 10.  

 SA = X SA = X SA = X SA = X SA = X 

 Scap =0 µF Scap = 0.3 µF Scap = 0.6 µF Scap = 1.2 µF Scap = 3 µF 

Vgen_peak 21.700 kV 22.014 kV 22.296 kV 22.598 kV 23.130 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 4.03 4.08 4.14 4.19 4.29 

Igen_peak 8.4 A 9.9 A 10.6 A 11.27 A 12.3 A 

Igen_peak (p.u) 0.0078 0.0092 0.0099 0.0110 0.0115 

Ia_cap1_peak 997 A 650 A 551.9 A 546.2 A 503.9 A 

Ia_cap2_peak 179.6 A 72.3 A 59.2 A 40.75 A 24.97 A 

ISA1_peak 3052 A 3724.8 A 4458 A 5377 A 7501 A 

ESA1 (kWh) 0.0004854 0.0006354 0.0007336 0.0008863 0.0001212 

Ia_Scap_peak - 3725 A 3441.5 A 4738.6 A 7255.5 A 

INresistor_peak 21.19 A 23.9 A 25 A 26.1 A 27.6 A 

tvgen_peak 14.29 µs 13.7 µs 13.5 µs 11.3 µs 13.9 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 1.5185 1.6069 1.6516  1.9998 1.6640 

Table 31. Three phase lightning pulse (20.085 kV), without transformer.   
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 SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO 

 Scap =0 µF Scap = 0.3 µF Scap = 0.6 µF Scap = 1.2 µF Scap = 3 µF 

Vgen_peak 45.748 kV 44.120 kV 43.480 kV 42.290 kV 40.360 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 8.49 8.19 8.07 7.85 7.49 

Igen_peak 8.6 A 10.7 A 11.9 A 12.85 A 13.5 A 

Igen_peak (p.u) 0.0080 0.0100 0.0111 0.0120 0.0126 

Ia_cap1_peak 1041.6 A 677.5 A 616.4 A 561.9 A 506 A 

Ia_cap2_peak 229.6 A 90.7 A 64.2 A 44.85 A 27.9 A 

Ia_Scap_peak - 2638 A 3733 A 5215 A 8105 A 

INresistor_peak 25.85 A 32 A 35.65 A 38.6 A 40.5 A 

tvgen_peak 3.33 µs 8.39 µs 11.1 µs 14.5 µs 22.7 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 13.7381 5.2586 3.9171 2.9166 1.7780 

Table 32. Three phase lightning pulse (20.085 kV), without transformer and surge 

arresters.  
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Lightning pulse test Eldforsen hydropower plant model (100.42 kV) 

The pulse was implemented between the net model and the transformer of the circuit 

(block 1 and 2 in Figure 22). The results are presented in Table 33 and Table 34 . 

 SA = X SA = X SA = X SA = X SA = X 

 Scap =0 µF Scap = 0.3 µF Scap = 0.6 µF Scap = 1.2 µF Scap = 3 µF 

Vgen_peak 8.041 kV 7.044 kV 6.698 kV 6.352 kV 5.934 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 1.53 1.34 1.28 1.21 1.13 

Igen_peak 234 A 238 A 240 A 241 A 241.5 A 

Igen_peak (p.u) 0.218 0.222 0.224 0.225 0.225 

Ia_cap1_peak 4.56 A 1.57 A 1.05 A 0.66 A 0.35 A 

Ia_cap2_peak 0.91 A 0.315 A 0.21 A 0.13 A 0.07 A 

ISA1_peak 0 0 0 0 0 

ESA1 (kWh) 0 0 0 0 0 

Ia_Scap_peak - 9.2 A 12.2 A 15.35 A 20.2 A 

INresistor_peak 0 0 0 0 0 

tvgen_peak 66.5 µs 136 µs 172.6 µs 218 µs 320 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 0.1209 0.0518 0.0388 0.0291 0.0185 

 Table 33. Single phase lightning pulse (100.42 kV), Eldforsen hydropower plant with 

surge arresters. 
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 SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO 

 Scap =0 µF Scap = 0.3 µF Scap = 0.6 µF Scap = 1.2 µF Scap = 3 µF 

Vgen_peak 8.010 kV 7.044 kV 6.697 kV 6.352 kV 5.935 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 1.53 1.34 1.28 1.21 1.13 

Igen_peak 234.3 A 238.5 A 239.6 A 240.7 A 241.5 A 

Igen_peak (p.u) 0.219 0.223 0.224 0.225 0.225 

Ia_cap1_peak 4.56 A 1.57 A 1.05 A 0.66 A 0.35 A 

Ia_cap2_peak 0.91 A 0.315 A 0.21 A 0.13 A 0.07 A 

Ia_Scap_peak - 9.15 A 12.2 A 15.4 A 20.2 A 

INresistor_peak 0 0 0 0 0 

tvgen_peak 59.5 µs 136.2 µs 173.5 µs 219.9 µs 317 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 0.1346 0.0517 0.0386 0.0289 0.0187 

Table 34. Single phase lightning pulse (100.42 kV), Eldforsen hydropower plant without 

surge arresters.  
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Switching pulse test Eldforsen hydropower plant model (14.61 kV) 

These simulations were performed with at switching pulse of amplitude 14.61 kV applied 

to the system. The results are presented in Table 35, Table 36, Table 37 and Table 38. 

 SA = X SA = X SA = X SA = X SA = X 

 Scap =0 µF Scap = 0.3 µF Scap = 0.6 µF Scap = 1.2 µF Scap = 3 µF 

Vgen_peak 19.056 kV 19.056 kV 19.056 kV 19.056 kV 19.058 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 

Igen_peak 2862.3 A 2862.5 A 2862.5 A 2862.2 A 2862.2 A 

Igen_peak (p.u) 2.67 2.67 2.67 2.67 2.67 

Ia_cap1_peak 0.087 A 0.087 A 0.087 A 0.087 A 0.087 A 

Ia_cap2_peak 5.1 A 5.1 A 5 A 5 A 4.8 A 

ISA1_peak 259.15 A 259.2 A 258.8 A 259.3 A 260.3 A 

ESA1 (kWh) 0.0002760 0.0002759 0.0002762 0.0002769 0.0002812 

Ia_Scap_peak - 148.5 A 291.5 A 580 A 1406 A 

INresistor_peak 6.4 A 6.4 A 6.4 A 6.4 A 6.4 A 

tvgen_peak 236 µs 236 µs 236 µs 236.5 µs 230 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 0.0807 0.0807 0.0807 0.0806 0.0829 

 Table 35. Single phase switching pulse (14.61 kV), Eldforsen hydropower plant, with 

surge arresters.   
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 SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO 

 Scap =0 µF Scap = 0.3 µF Scap = 0.6 µF Scap = 1.2 µF Scap = 3 µF 

Vgen_peak 19.056 kV 19.217 kV 19.348 kV 19.509 kV 19.803 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 3.54 3.57 3.59 3.62 3.67 

Igen_peak 2862.2 A 2862.2 A 2862.2 A 2862.2 A 2862.2 A 

Igen_peak (p.u) 2.67 2.67 2.67 2.67 2.67 

Ia_cap1_peak 0.087 A 0.087 A 0.087 A 0.087 A 0.087 A 

Ia_cap2_peak 5.1 A 5 A 5 A 5 A 4.85 A 

Ia_Scap_peak - 146.5 A 290 A 580 A 1411 A 

INresistor_peak 6.4 A 6.4 A 6.42 A 6.42 A 6.55 A 

tvgen_peak 236 µs 236 µs 236 µs 236 µs 236 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 0.0807 0.0814 0.0820 0.0827 0.0839 

Table 36. Single phase switching pulse (14.61 kV), Eldforsen hydropower plant, without 

surge arresters. 

 SA = X SA = X SA = X SA = X SA = X 

 Scap =0 µF Scap = 0.3 µF Scap = 0.6 µF Scap = 1.2 µF Scap = 3 µF 

Vgen_peak 19.058 kV 19.058 kV 19.058 kV 19.059 kV 19.059 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 

Igen_peak 660 A 660 A 660 A 660 A 660 A 

Igen_peak (p.u) 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 

Ia_cap1_peak 0.087 A 0.087 A 0.087 A 0.087 A 0.087 A 

Ia_cap2_peak 4.84 A 5.12 A 4.97 A 4.97 A 4.83 A 

ISA1_peak 260.3 A 261 A 261 A 261 A 260.5 A 

ESA1 (kWh) 0.0002773 0.0002773 0.0002775 0.0002782 0.0003097 

Ia_Scap_peak - 148.5 A 289 A 578 A 1380 A 

INresistor_peak 19.17 A 19.2 A 19.2 A 19.3 A 19.5 A 

tvgen_peak 236 µs 238 µs 238.5 µs 239 µs 232 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 0.0808 0.0801 0.0799 0.0797 0.0822 

 Table 37. Three phase switching pulse (14.61 kV), Eldforsen hydropower plant, with surge 

arresters.   
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 SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO SA=NO 

 Scap =0 µF Scap = 0.3 µF Scap = 0.6 µF Scap = 1.2 µF Scap = 3 µF 

Vgen_peak 19.057 kV 19.245 kV 19.367 kV 19.512 kV 19.809 kV 

Vgen_peak (p.u) 3.54 3.57 3.59 3.62 3.68 

Igen_peak 660 A 660 A 660 A 660 A 660 A 

Igen_peak (p.u) 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 

Ia_cap1_peak 0.087 A 0.087 A 0.087 A 0.087 A 0.087 A 

Ia_cap2_peak 5.05 A 4.99 A 5.02 A 4.95 A 4.83 A 

Ia_Scap_peak - 145 A 292 A 575 A 1403 A 

INresistor_peak 19.17 A 19.2 A 19.3 A 19.3 A 19.6 A 

tvgen_peak 233 µs 238 µs 235 µs 243 µs 277 µs 

Vgrad (kV/µs) 0.0818 0.0809 0.0824 0.0803 0.0873 

Table 38. Three phase switching pulse (14.61 kV), Eldforsen hydropower plant, without 

surge arresters. 
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